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Decentralization is typically viewed as empowering to users and a cruicial component of one possible future of
the Internet,1 yet there does not exist a foundational treatment of decentralization or even a shared interdisciplinary definition of decentralization. Currently, due to interest in blockchains and resisting mass surveillance,
there is a wave of interest in decentralization as exemplified by projects such as IPFS2 and Ethereum.3 By defining decentralization, schematizing the ways a system can be decentralized, and walking through the key design
decisions in decentralized systems, the lessons of research can inform a whole new generation of collective
awareness platforms and a new kind of future internet.
This is not the first time there has been a surge of interest in decentralization. As Cory Doctorow noted at the
2016 Decentralized Web Summit4 “It’s like being back at the O’Reilly P2P conference in 1999.” Fifteen years
ago O’Reilly published “Peer-to-Peer: Harnessing the Power of Disruptive Technologies” [177], which signalled
a peak of interest around decentralized architectures. The ’hype’ around decentralization was followed in the
early 2000s by a mass of research and deployment activity around such systems, and the three main streams
of this wave are still prominent on the Internet today: BitTorrent, Tor and - appearing much later - Bitcoin itself.
Yet, whether these technologies will remain niche or will eventually become the dominant computing paradigm
of the future is still very much an open question.
To a large extent, decentralized systems were a response to a particular threat: Censorship. Perhaps the first
rallying cry for decentralization was the Eternity Service [9] by Ross Anderson: “I had been alarmed by the
Scientologists’ success at closing down the penet remailer in Finland; the modern era only started once the
printing press enabled seditious thoughts to be spread too widely to ban. [...] So I invented the Eternity Service
as a means of putting electronic documents beyond the censor’s grasp” [9].
This anti-censorship resistance motivation is most clear in Tor’s use of a decentralized network of anonymous
relays as well as its naming infrastructure for hidden services based on a DHT5 . Last but not least, Bitcoin [168]
emerged as a censorship-resistant way to transfer funds to organizations like Wikileaks6 , having emerged at
the end of 2008 from the ashes of the centralized e-Gold online currency, which had been shut down by the
Department of Justice earlier that same year.
Similarly, Napster closed in 2001 after the RIAA challenged them to keep track of file copying, enabled by
the Napster’s centralized index. On the contrary, BitTorrent7 succeeded as a peer-to-peer file sharing service
due to not having a central indexing service like Napster. Furthermore, not only does BitTorrent not rely on a
central index, but it also implements a tracker-less form as a distributed search and coordination service (using
Kademlia). Both features make BitTorrent extremely resistant to attempts of closure by authorities.
Yet, despite the millennial fervour for decentralization, the mid-2000s are exemplified by the rise of the data
centre and massively distributed – but not decentralized – systems becoming the dominant technical paradigm.
The “Cloud” was associated with the popular and commercial rise of large internet service providers such as
Google, Facebook, Yahoo and later Microsoft. Attempts to use open standards to federate and decentralize these
platforms through efforts to create a “distributed social graph”8 ultimately failed (with the possible exception of
OAuth) or even led to these centralized services evolving into centralized platforms. Peer-to-peer and other
1
For detailed scenario-planning the results of the “Internet Futures” EC study http://www.internetfutures.eu/wp-content/
uploads/sites/48/2010/11/TAFI-Final-Report.pdf as well as the final document by the FP7 Paradiso project http://
paradiso-fp7.eu/files/2012/02/PARADISO_refdoc_final.pdf
2
https://ipfs.org
3
https://www.ethereum.org/
4
http://www.decentralizedweb.net/
5
https://www.torproject.org/
6
https://www.wikileaks.org/
7
https://www.bittorrent.org/
8
http://bradfitz.com/social-graph-problem/
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decentralized paradigms did not displace more centralized models of interaction, but instead survived in niche
spaces concerned with circumvention and so wary of the practical benefits of cloud computing.
One major event led to programmers being interested in reversing this trend: Snowden revealed that mass
surveillance programs, operated by the US and UK, heavily relied on the technically centralized nature of communication and storage to get unprecedented access to information. These sort of attacks gave increased
credence to long-standing privacy concerns brought about by the rise and popularity of centralized social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. Today, these concerns are widened into fears over how these platforms
centralize political, economic, and cultural could abuse their quasi-monopolistic position.
The desire to preserve privacy, liberty, and the autonomous control of infrastructure and services have led
to a call to decentralize – or “re-decentralize” – the Internet. A number of activities, such as “you broke the
internet” have gathered attention and a wide range of developers are now proposing a number of alternatives
to centralized infrastructures and services. In parallel, Bitcoin and the “blockchain” has received enormous
attention and investment due to its promise to lower the barriers to innovating in the fin tech sector through a
radical decentralized architecture.
It is of course important to not be either nostalgic about past work or fatalistic about future efforts: Today’s
networking and computing environments are vastly different from those in 2000: smart-phones have placed a
powerful computer in many people’s pockets; people are relatively well connected to the Internet; there is near
infinite capacity in the backbone; clients, such as web browsers, are now mature end-used platforms with peerto-peer communications enabled, e.g., using WebRTC [26]; and mobile code, in the form of Javascript, is a daily
reality. The design space for modern decentralized systems is less restricted than it was in the past.
However, a number of fundamental challenges have not entirely disappeared: These are related to how people
trust not only each other but their devices and the code that runs on them; the need for energy efficiency; the
expectation of device independence and mobility; the fear of loss or compromise of devices and the continuing
insecurity of platforms. Thus, today’s advocates of rabid decentralization would do well to remember that the
previous wave of enthusiasm, in the 2000s, did not replace centralized architectures. It is only by understanding
the problems those systems faced, and devising appropriate solutions, that future decentralized systems could
gain significant popularity.
Our key objective is to support future work on decentralized privacy systems by carefully reviewing and systematizing the evidence from the past 15 years of research – roughly the period between the publication of
“Peer-to-peer” and mid-2016. In particular, the relative loss of public interest in peer-to-peer and other decentralized architectures in the mid to late 2000s has created a discontinuity that makes some of the earlier findings
difficult to access or interpret in today’s context. Thus, we take it upon ourselves to translate key findings and
classic designs, but also the important problems faced by designers of past systems so as to inform the choices
made by engineers today.

3
3.1

Epistemology, Methodology and Goal
Scope

Although there is a vast and wide use of the term “decentralized,” we will restrict ourselves in this paper to
discussing systems that claim to support privacy properties using decentralized architectures. We draw a distinction between decentralized and distributed architectures.
A distributed system makes use of multiple components that have their behavior co-ordinated via message
passing without the use of a central clock [131]. These components are usually spatially separated and communicate using a network. Distribution is beneficial to support robustness against single component failure,
scalability beyond what a single component could handle, high-availability and low-latency under distributed
loads and ecological diversity to prevent systemic failures. However, all these benefits can be achieved with a
Page 5 of 59
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distributed system that is managed by a single root of trust or authority. Furthermore, decentralized systems are
typically created for reasons of efficiency and scaling, not to enable privacy. So in many designs of distributed
systems, the underlying distributed system is fundamentally trusted. Developments led by Google, ranging from
BigTable to MapReduce, are distributed systems par excellence [68].
In contrast, decentralized systems are a subset of distributed systems in which multiple authorities control different components and no single authority is fully trusted by all others. In some decentralized systems, components
may choose their own relationships of trust between each other autonomously but in other decentralized systems a component may also trust no other components. This has profound implications in terms of security
and privacy: There is no single entity that can act as a reference monitor to enforce a global security or privacy
policy; components in the systems need to consider adversarial behaviour not simply by external parties, but
also by genuine components of the system controlled by different authorities. Thus, systems such as Bitcoin,
BitTorrent and Tor are decentralized. Decentralized systems may not strictly be peer-to-peer insofar as not every
component may communicate with every other component (See Section 4.1).
In many decentralized systems, the architecture is also open so that new authorities can join and leave the
system, possibly at any time. This vastly differs from traditional distributed systems, where the number of components was assumed to be known and communicating over authenticated channels. While these kinds of
closed distributed systems there is already a large amount known both around pratical engineering and formally
proven results [226], very little is known about open systems and may not always be communicating over authenticated channels. In fact, successful decentralized software programs such as BitTorrent and Bitcoin seem
to succeeded in their design more due to intuition than science, and what little formal results we have from
“permission-less” decentralized systems are typically impossibility results [17]. Indeed, in decentralized open
systems even standard consensus algorithms[132] will fail if not a majority of the participants are honest (i.e.
non-adversarial). Not all decentralized systems are strictly open. For example, some decentralized systems
function more like “clubs” that may allow new members in based on their meeting certain conditions or even
after a possibly social process like voting.
To illustrate a distributed system that is not decentralized, consider the Telex design [254]. In order to provide
censorship resistance, friendly Internet Service Providers deploy middle-boxes that recognize tags in encrypted
flows from users behind national firewalls and redirect them transparently to the censored resource. However,
while Telex relies on distribution to prevent censorship and scale, it is not decentralized since a single authority
is envisaged to distribute tags to clients and manage the entire system (Multiple extbfllel Telex systems could
exist but would not interact amongst themselves). In contrast, the Eternity Service design makes many copies of
a censored resource across a distributed network of servers and ensures that the index of any given component
server does not point to every single copy of the file. As no single server has a complete index and Byzantine
fault tolerance can be used to reconstruct a file across multiple servers even if a large number are compromised,
the Eternity Service is both a distributed and decentralized system.
Following the classical work of Baran [18], decentralized systems are conceived of as networks of interconnected
components. Due to this, we will call the various components of a decentralized system nodes, which is roughly
synonymous with the term “peer” although the term ‘node’ incorporates systems that may not be strictly peerto-peer. Note that a system of nodes may have multiple sub-systems that are functionally independent networks
with their own kinds of relationships between nodes.

3.2

Methods & Model

Due to the large amount of often unfounded claims by advocates of decentralized systems in terms of privacy,
academic review of a system can be considered proof that some privacy claim actually may hold. To support this
SoK we performed a systematic literature review: we scanned manually all papers published in the top-4 computer security conferences (IEEE S&P, ACM CCS, Usenix SEC, NDSS) as well as the specialized PETS, WPES
and IEEE P2P conferences from the years 2000 to 2015 and compiled a list of works within scope. Specifically
we considered within scope all works proposing or analyzing decentralized systems relating to privacy, including
Page 6 of 59
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Figure 1: From Centralized to Decentralized Systems
those where privacy is supported by providing high-integrity services – such as key management – and claim to
have high-availability. Given there are many (both closed and open-source) architectures that also claim to offer
privacy and security properties that do not have academic review, these are only mentioned if they exemplify
particular design choices.
For each work, system or issue discussed we attempt to answer one or more of the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How is the system decentralized?
How does decentralization support privacy?
What is gained from decentralizing?
What is lost when decentralizing?
What implicit centralized assumptions remain?

For all questions we have compiled a substantive body of sample systems that are characteristic of different
issues and use them to illustrate different aspects of it. We also provide a quick review of other important
systems and their relation to each question. Figure 1 illustrates our approach.

4

Decentralization and Privacy: Where are we?

This section runs over the key questions described in the previous subsection providing evidence of the current
state of affairs in decentralized systems.

4.1

What type of decentralization?

A diversity of decentralized designs have tried to balance multiple factors such as integrity, availability and
privacy in order to better serve the needs of their users. A number of key architectural decisions need to be
made, including how to form the infrastructure of the network, how to distribute trust between nodes to establish
authority and how to structure the routing of messages between nodes.

4.1.1

Infrastructure

When creating a decentralized system, one early architectural choice concerns the distribution of tasks across
the distributed hardware needed for maintaining the service. The provisioning of the infrastructure naturally
has ramifications for the entire design of the system in terms of trust and message routing. Historically, most
Page 7 of 59
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decentralized systems have had a federated model where a trusted authority is delegated by its users to serve
as a node in a decentralized system on their behalf. Open federated models of infrastructure have been the most
popular form of decentralization as shown by classic Internet protocols such as SMTP [183]. The popularity of
federation may be due to the fact that large “always-on” computers are needed for communication, and were
so especially in the early days of the Internet. In a strict “peer-to-peer” form of decentralization each node may
serve as its own autonomous entity, making decisions about who to trust and how to communicate, and this
model is exemplified historically by Bittorrent and Gnutella [99], which started off as a gossip based P2P system
before introducing super-nodes to facilitate routing.
Users form the infrastructure In an effort to completely eliminate the need for a centralized authority, some
decentralized systems called ”peer-to-peer systems” rely solely on users to contribute part of their resources
(bandwidth, storage) in order to keep the service up and running. In Freenet [58] and Cachet [175] users are
responsible for hosting encrypted data, with the latter supporting policy-governed write operations.
Early implementations of structured peer-to-peer systems, inspired by Chord’s [219] use of a distributed hash
table for routing, are a key example of users providing the infrastructure. MainlineDHT (MLDHT) [243] powers
peer discovery in Bittorrent without out-of-band communication with central trackers. One typical problem with
any peer-to-peer system is the lack of availability of peers, as peers may join or leave the network at any
time, leading to “churn” in the network. In turn, this may lead to spare topologies and poor link performance.
However, lookups in DHT can reveal the structure of a network and harm privacy [159]. One modern design
for a peer-to-peer system is ShadowWalker [160], a low-latency P2P anonymous communications system that
lacks any central servers; users route their own and their neighbor’s requests according to routing tables that
they maintain locally and which are certified by “shadows” that verify correctness. ShadowWalker claims to cope
with a moderate amount of churn and a sparse topology while preserving privacy.
The ability for peers to join a P2P system opens it up for Sybil attacks. Although solving Sybil attacks in general
is still an open research problem, privacy-preserving P2P systems including X-Vine [161] and Drac [62] exploit
social links to resist such attacks, with Drac also using cover traffic to provide anonymity against global passive
adversaries.
Infrastructure is independent from users Alternatively, a set of trusted or untrusted entities may provide all
or part of the system functionality to the rest of the nodes, i.e. act as infrastructure. Key motivations include an
increased availability of the service, potentially a reduced attack surface, immunity to churn or the efficiency and
confidence in managing fewer critical nodes. While the architecture is decentralized, there is a clear se extbftion
between who provides the infrastructure to run the service (servers) and the actual users (clients). This design
pattern underlies classic open federated protocols such as SMTP [183] and XMPP [10].
Unfortunately, historically these systems offer very little in the way of privacy from potentially malicious servers.
One long-standing project still under development that minimizes trust of the infrastructure provider is the
Tahoe-LAFS (Tahoe Least-Authority File Store) [224] for encrypted file storage. However, research into mix
networks [50] and Private Information Retrieval [54] can be used to defend users from their own servers and so
allow untrusted servers, although typically at the cost of scalability and performance as shown by systems like
Dissent [251]. Riposte [59] is an example system that tries to combine elements of Dining Cryptographer networks (DC-nets) [51], Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [54] and secure multi-party computation protocols, like
Dissent [251], to provide anonymous messaging that is resistant to traffic analysis attacks and denial-of-service
attacks and claims to scale to millions of users. The core service is run by a number of untrusted servers and
there is no direct client-to-client communication except via the servers, although the system is dependent on
non-colluding audit servers.
Hybrid Systems The infrastructure of many decentralized systems falls between these models. In Tor, any user
can use the infrastructure via a client, but another open group of users forms the infrastructure by contributing
their resources to running relays, while another closed trusted group forms the directory authorities that the rest
of Tor depends on [75]. A similar pattern is seen in Bitcoin [168], where users may use the Bitcoin infrastructure
without running miners, but another group of users devote their computational resources to mining in order to
provide the infrastructure of the blockchain.
Page 8 of 59
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In terms of privacy and security, these hybrid systems naturally have a diverse set of strengths and weaknesses,
but new elements such as a distributed ledger could help decentralize traditionally centralized cryptographic
protocols. For example, computation could be done locally and simply recorded to the blockchain with the
support of secure multi-party computation protocols [266]. More generally two-party multi-party computation
protocols assume direct communication between the computing parties, and so do protocols for secure multiparty computation (SMPC). However, real-world implementations of SMPC in practice distribute computations
across a small number of stable entities, to ensure reliability and low-latency, as in the case of the Sharemind
system [33]. The model behind blockchains can possibly be extended to handle SMPC that obviates the need
for a trusted third party[11].

4.1.2

How is authority decentralized through the nodes?

A further key architectural consideration is the relation of nodes to each other in terms of performing the necessary tasks to deliver a service. While nodes may have their resources contributed by either the users themselves
or third-parties, not all nodes are created equal and nodes may or may not have to render services to other
nodes.
Peer-to-Peer: Nodes communicate directly In this design the nodes can communicate directly with each other
as peers in order to complete an ad-hoc operation related to the parties involved only, ideally without an authority
or even the participation of other nodes. Thus, nodes have no responsibility to carry traffic for other nodes and
do not keep a consistent state once the connection drops. Of course, these kinds of systems are quite rare
in practice, with exceptions for local area networks where both nodes can find each other with a simple gossip
protocol such as the samba protocol. In practice, these kinds of decentralized networks can be utilized for realtime exchange of information (video calls, gaming). However, even if a direct peer-to-peer connection is used in
the network, such as a WebRTC connection, usually there is a ’signalling’ process to a third-party identity server
in order to locate other peers [26].
For purposes of security and privacy, direct communication has a number of advantages: the channel can easily
be made confidential between the two nodes and since network traffic is not sent via any other nodes, there is
a high degree of privacy. If one ignores the problems of locating other peers and routing traffic efficiently, this
direct model of peer-to-peer communication is the typical model in ’Alice’ and ’Bob’ idealizations in cryptography
and security - a model that typically does not require a trusted authority. Direct peer-to-peer communication in
group settings then requires that peers either re-send messages to each participant in the group or that they rely
on group key agreement protocols for creating an ephemeral secret key shared among the users, and ideally
participants are guaranteed the freshness of the key, since they have contributed to its generation [199].
Peer-to-Peer: Nodes must assist other nodes Most peer-to-peer systems organize as a network where all
nodes are responsible for carrying out operations for all other nodes, rather than due to any pre-configured
position of authority. Bittorrent swarms and Bitcoin miners follow this model. What contrasts this kind of peer-topeer architecture from the preceding direct peer-to-peer communications is that nodes perform services for each
other such as routing messages or storing blocks, usually according to their capacity. Thus, incentives in peerto-peer systems must be aligned even for honest nodes to expend resources to benefit others, as nodes that act
purely selfishly could disrupt the decentralized operations of the network even if they are not acting maliciously.
Furthermore, these peer-to-peer systems are usually open with no admissions control, so the number of nodes
in the network is dynamic and thus there usually must also be an incentive to join the network. Nodes also may
have difficulty discovering each other without a centralized naming service, and so nodes often use a name that
can directly identify their network address or a hash that can lead to a way for the service to authenticate itself,
such as the hash of a public key in Tor Hidden services [30].
There are clear advantages in security and privacy in peer-to-peer networks, namely that information about the
peers is not centralized in any node and messages do not even have to leave relaying sub-nets. Yet relying
on peers for functionality poses a threat to anonymity in peer-to-peer systems using the classic Sybil attack,
since user requests may be served by nodes controlled by an adversary [77]. Such nodes may simply passively
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collect information on other nodes, and attempt to violate their privacy properties, or they may actively disrupt the
operations of the network. Counter-measures to protect routing algorithms have been proposed, based on some
trust criteria [119] and system-wide resource reputation mechanisms [61] that aim to marginalize adversarial
nodes and content, but there is not yet a general solution to the problem of Sybil attacks.
Peer-to-Peer: Nodes assist only friends An alternative decentralized design is that nodes rely on a small
number of other trusted nodes for operations. This design can also be peer-to-peer insofar as each node may
choose its own set of nodes to co-operate with by virtue of trust, i.e. each node communicates via “friends,” based
on some social links. This maintains some advantages of a peer-to-peer system based on social networks but
is less vulnerable to Sybil attacks as these nodes would be excluded from participating in the network or would
be easier to detect [65]. Since trusted nodes must be reliably identified, a naming system directly based on key
material is often used to authenticate their status as “friends.”
A number of systems have been proposed that implement social-based communication to resist Sybil attacks.
For example, Drac uses social-based routing of messages and hides metadata using cover traffic [62]. Mittal et
al. proposed X-Vine [161], a protection mechanism that can be applied to existing peer-to-peer systems, backed
by distributed hash tables, that is resilient to denial of service via Sybil attacks and requires only logarithmic state
and control overhead at the cost of higher latency. Although there are few decentralized networks in practice
that use social networks themselves to control the communication of messages between nodes, Freenet [58]
version 0.7.59 lets users establish direct friend-to-friend connections with other freenet users they trust (Note
the original FreeNet had no provision for exploiting social relationships in order to strengthen its DHT against
sybil attacks). However, without cover traffic a passive adversary can monitor the network communications,
de-anonymize users, and so easily discover their social graph.
Federated. In decentralized systems with a federated design, one set of nodes - the providers - are relied
on as authorities to perform some operation by the rest of the nodes, who are typically users. Thus, users
are directly connected with one or more providers, and providers are peers but users are not peers and can
only communicate via providers. The providers then assist each other in order to deliver messages destined
to users associated with other providers and the providers share resources to complete the operation. Each
provider is responsible only for its own users, while users act solely as clients to their selected provider. In
practice, these systems have been incredibly popular and characterize well-known standardized protocols such
as asynchronous message delivery over email [183] and synchronous chat over XMPP [10]. Naming in federated
systems is usually provider-based, which can lead to more ’human-readable’ names based on the name of
the provider, such as user@domain.org, although resolving domain names to network addresses is clearly
centralized.
At first, federated systems may be thought more centralized and so to necessarily lead to weaker privacy and
security as users are exposed to their provider and possibly other providers as trusted third-parties. However,
relying on a provider does not necessarily result in weak privacy and security, as end-to-end encryption can help
confidentiality [39], mix networking-based solutions may hide information from servers [63], and computation can
be outsourced using secret sharing [194]. As shown by Alhadid et al. [6], when it comes to integrating horizontally
partitioned data over the same set of attributes, providers can achieve ε-differential privacy to protect the privacy
of their users from other providers. Despite these improvements, the primary weakness of federated systems is
that users expect federated service providers to act honestly.
Accountability. In decentralized networks, monitoring the correctness of the operations of other nodes allows
the network to minimize its dependency on the authority invested in other nodes. This particularly applies to the
authority invested in providers in federated systems, where any user will need a transparent log of a provider’s
operations in order to ensure their honesty. The task is usually performed by a new type of peer, the auditors, or
other providers when acting in lieu of their associated users.
It is clear that while the nature of the authority invested in an auditor is very different from traditional peer relationships, the security of peer-to-peer protocols such as Bitcoin critically relies on decentralized and independent
9
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authorities [168]. Indeed, the new wave of interest in decentralization around blockchains is precisely due to the
ability of a decentralized network to maintain a consensus over an ordered set of transactions. Nonetheless,
there are difficulties in maintaining privacy in any distributed log, although the use of zero-knowledge proofs by
Zerocash [24] shows that maintaining unlinkability is possible in auditing relationships.
In practice, Bitcoin maintains a consensus over the blockchain due to mining, but the general approach of thirdparty auditing has also proven useful in federated systems. Certificate Transparency [133] protocols rely on
a decentralized set of services and auditors to keep track of issued and seen X.509 certificates and quickly
detect potentially rogue or hacked certificate authorities to prevent targeted or mass interception. Similarly
modern electronic election protocols [102] achieve robustness through proofs of correct shuffling of votes, using
robust mix-nets such as Verificatum,10 verified by auditors. CONIKS [156] is a key verification service in which
clients can audit the consistency of a binding through time. The aim of the system is to make easily detectable
the equivocation of a user’s public key by her associated provider, collectively by the end users and by other
providers, while concealing the identities and the number of users of the provider.

4.1.3

Network Routing and Topology

Decentralized networks may be may be implemented on top of a diversity of network topologies for routing
messages, ranging from directories [75] to just using impromptu nearby nodes [168]. The structure of network
routing may or may not mirror how authority is itself decentralized through the network, although it often does:
Networks based on trusting only friends often use friends to route messages, but an otherwise decentralized
network of anonymizing relays in Tor formed by users may need the help of a smaller set of pre-established
directory authorities to construct the circuit to route messages [75], and even a system of federated messaging
providers could in theory be reachable over a mesh network. However, the network topology is not independent
from the security and privacy properties provided: The study of Diaz et al. [72] of low-latency anonymity networks
demonstrates that network topologies have an important influence on the level of anonymity provided.
Mesh In mesh network topologies a peer can send a message to every other peer, where messages are relayed
typically by flooding all of the network with their messages, although more sophisticated routing may be used.
Flooding consumes bandwidth exponentially according to the number of peers and may overload the network,
as well as offering no guarantees on message delivery. Mesh networks are designed for scenarios when a stable
connection with other nodes is not an option, such as in mobile ad-hoc networking. Early versions of Gnutella
also use a flooding-style broadcast in order to share files.
Historically mesh networking based protocols like Bittorrent do not preserve the privacy of their users [135]
and popular mesh networking applications used in “internet-shutdown” scenarios like FireChat were not even
encrypted.11 However, there has been work on secure messaging systems such as the Briar project,12 who
choose this structure when they need to be functional during Internet blackouts. Mesh networks are unreliable
and usually messages do not reach the destined recipient, but require no infrastructure and can be resistant to
takedowns and DoS attacks, as well as to metadata and content surveillance.
Gossip Many decentralized systems rely on the broadcast propagation of messages from a node to the rest
of the network. This is typically done via a gossip protocol, where a random subset of the nodes in the network are chosen to receive the messages, as opposed to flooding where all other available nodes receive the
messages. With gossiping, these nodes then continue to broadcast the message via selecting independently
another random subset of the network to relay messages. More efficient than flooding, gossip protocols have
shown themselves to popular and are implemented in decentralized systems such as Bitcoin miners, Gnutella
and Certificate Transparency.
In practice, the reliability of message delivery is questionable and information propagation usually experiences
delays. These drawbacks could affect the overall system operation, as has been observed with Bitcoin, as the
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slow information propagation, amplified by the delay of block verification at each node before its transmission,
leads to transactions not being included in the blockchain and is the main reason behind blockchain forks [70].
Distributed Hash Tables Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) allow more efficient network routing than gossiping
or flooding without central coordination, as each node needs to know only routing to its neighbors and so does
not need to maintain a global routing table. For any message sent to a node that is identified by a key, the
destination is either known by the node given by the DHT or can be passed via a link to a node ’closer’ to the
intended address. Although a wide variety of DHTs have been devised, in general they allow a hash table to
be distributed between nodes in a network, with DHTs having been shown to be scalable and fault tolerant of
network churn.
DHTs do not by themselves grant much in the way of security, privacy and anonymity properties. Tran et al. [230]
proved that low latency anonymity systems such as Salsa [169] are vulnerable to having large amounts of
traffic captured by adversaries controlling a fraction of the relays. In order to improve DHTs, often nodes are
grouped into quora that use some form of majority voting to help defeat adversaries that control a minority of the
nodes [258].
Content-centric Networking Content-centric Networking in which the content can be located directly rather than
via a network address could be well-suited for decentralization, although obviously aligning the location of data
on a network with the content of the information to be retrieved presents a large security risk. Other proposals
focus on anonymous routing, such as ANDaNA [73], which imitates onion routing aiming for communication
privacy in content-centric networking systems, although all such proposals are currently immature.
Super-nodes One open question in peer-to-peer systems is whether or not nodes that offer more resources
to the system and can maintain connections with other nodes eventually transform over time into ’super-nodes’
that essentially play the role of ’providers’ in federated systems. Most peer-to-peer systems such as Bittorrent
eventually developed super-nodes [69], and the amount of traffic sent through Tor relays is far from uniform [120].
These super-nodes are then targets for adversaries that wish to control or even observe network traffic to deanonymize users. One attempt to prevent this is to use, as mentioned earlier, a trusted social network to route
traffic, as is done in Tribler [184]. Tribler hopes to improve file-sharing by noting that friends have similar tastes
in media, and use this similarity in order to improve performance, content discovery, and downloading. Likewise
social-based trust relations have been used to attempt to address the security concerns with DHTs. Nasir
et al. [172] designed a socially-aware DHT to be used in decentralized online social networks, which reduce
latency and improve the reliability of the communication. However, since social networks then become ’scalefree’, network-routing based on social trust may then just inherit the super-nodes implicit in the social graph,
and routing via trusted social contacts can be used to reveal the social graph of users and de-anonymizes
participants.
Hierarchical. Unlike DHT-backed networks, in hierarchical networks nodes are more tightly bound to an assigned role. The vast majority of traditional network routing is done in an hierarchical manner, including spanning
tree protocols such as in BGP[190] in the current Internet as well as ’next generation’ designs like SCION [263].
So realistically, it is often easier to build a decentralized system on top of a hierarchical network routing level,
as is typically done by federated systems. For example, the federated system of number assignment in IP
addresses allows for easier, if not entirely decentralized, routing.
From a security and privacy perspective, the networking hierarchy itself then becomes a key point for attack,
even if the rest of the system is decentralized. For example, BGP assumes a trusted relationship between BGP
peers when it is updating its routing tables in order to pick the most efficient routing path. As traditionally BGP
is unauthenticated, an attacker can easily impersonate a BGP peer [190]. By introducing hierarchical public key
infrastructure for BGP in the form of RPKI, these attacks can be ameliorated [138].
Stratified Many decentralized systems use a stratified design where different parts of the network have welldefined roles that they are assigned in terms of routing (and in terms of authority), and co-operate to maintain
the operation through a diversity of routing mechanisms. As illustrated in Figure 2, Tor clients can autonomously
choose circuits through the Tor network by choosing relays from an open-ended number Tor relays, yet a global
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Figure 2: Multiple Roles and Authorities in Tor
list of the relays is maintained in a view with integrity of the entire Tor network created through consensus by a
closed group of Directory Authorities. In contrast, Tor hidden services, which can only be reached via circuits in
the Tor network, are reachable through a Hidden Service Directory maintained by a DHT without the knowledge
of the directory authorities. Lastly, one hidden point of centralization in Tor is that the developers centrally control
the software that each node runs, although they may be audited via their open source code for integrity, a
perhaps hidden and “centralized” authority in Tor as explored in 4.5.

4.2

What do we gain from decentralization?

There are a number of perceived intrinsic architectural advantages of decentralized architectures. Although
intertwined, each of these perceived advantages need to be discussed in turn: security, availability and integrity.

4.2.1

Flexible Trust Models

An intrinsic advantage of decentralized architectures relates to the existence of multiple authorities, which in
some contexts could be assumed to not be working jointly with the adversary, or at least making independent
decisions that an adversary cannot predict. The general point is to create a distributed trusted computing base
that ensures that a subset going rogue does not compromise the security properties of the system, so that no
single compromised component can revoke the security properties of the entire system.
Distributed Trust Decentralized systems leverage the existence of multiple independent authorities, and can
transform this into a security assumption: for example, all forms of threshold cryptography guarantee that if
some fraction of participants faithfully follow the protocol and do not leak information to the adversaries, that
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some security property can be guaranteed. This principle can also be applied to distributed key generation,
public randomness and threshold-based decryption, and signing.
One such system is Vanish [98] that illustrates how a multi-authority system can be used to implement properties that would otherwise be impossible, or implausible, to securely implement by a single entity, in particular
guaranteed deletion after a pre-set expiry date. The Vanish system distributes secret shared [204] digital content
across a distributed hash table (DHT), along with an expiry time, and each peer promises to delete the share
after this time. As long as a critical number of peers are honest, the material will not be available for retrieval
after that date. Other such systems include traditional anonymous channels such as mix-systems [51] or Tor [75]
that depend on a set of non-collaborating relays to guarantee meta-data privacy. However, such non-collusion
assumptions need to be studied critically, as the DHT instantiation of Vanish was shown to be vulnerable to a
Sybil attack [250]. Reliance on multiple authorities to regain a degree of privacy has also been proposed for
commercial clouds: a multi-cloud storage [215] system may be used in that context to ensure privacy in case
some providers are dishonest.
No natural single authority In some systems there is intrinsically no central authority and thus a decentralized
architecture is a natural choice. This setting has been traditionally studied in the contexts of decentralized access
control, as in TAOS [249] and SDSI [86], and ‘trust management’, such as Keynote [32]. In such systems a set
of distributed principals make claims about users and each other, and those claims may be assembled and used
to resolve access control decisions using a specific logic. Bauer et al. [20] show that the task of resolving access
control decisions is faster in a decentralized setting, as compared to a centralized authority performing a similar
task.
Leveraging existing distributed trust networks In some cases a decentralized infrastructure embeds or expresses a pre-existing set of trust relationships that a system may reuse to support security properties. Kusters
et al. [130] offer a theoretical foundation for accountability and verifiability in general, and in particular applied to
contract signing, voting and auctions.
For example, one anonymity system leveraging friendship relations in a decentralized system is Drac [62]. Drac
builds an overlay anonymity system over a peer-to-peer network, by connecting users to their immediate close
friends, and creating paths to further away contacts through paths in this network. As a result it provides
anonymity and some degree of unobservability due to cover traffic. The security argument in Drac crucially
depends on the underlying social structure, and the lower likelihood of users being betrayed by their ‘friends’.
This is an instance where a decentralized topology was chosen to match this underlying social trust network.
More direct example systems use the underlying social trust structure to build overlay privacy-friendly social
network services, as surveyed by Paul et al. [179]. As an example, the Frientegrity system [90] provides a social
network platform using untrusted providers seeing only encrypted data, where users can exchange information
with ‘friends’ protected by cryptographic access control. This use of encryption to defend against the providers
themselves is not the case for systems like Diaspora [28], an open-source project that takes a different approach:
users connect to a provider they trust – that gains full visibility of their activity – and attempts to reclaim some
privacy and user control purely through the decentralized architecture.

4.2.2

Allowing the network to be easily deployed with high availability

The central premise of decentralized peer-to-peer networks is that having users or institutions contribute their
own resources without the use of a central authority reduces costs and may even help ease deployment. Costs
are lowered as a decentralized architecture may be able to access and use spare capacity in the existing infrastructure, as exemplified by underutilized resources given by users such as the early SETI@home project and
the use of users’ storage in Freenet.
In a privacy context, Torsk [155] is a peer-to-peer onion routing design, backwards compatible with the popular
Tor, that uses peers as directory servers to distribute and reduce the load associated with accessing directory
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authorities and keying information. While PIR could be used, one key element in this case of decentralizing fully
the design was to use spare resources, and facilitate deployment given the existing Tor nodes.
Decentralized architectures by virtue of usually also being distributed, and potentially exhibiting fewer correlated
failures, can be leveraged to provide high-availability, sometimes in conjunction with privacy properties. As an
example the Cachet privacy-friendly Online Social Network system [175] uses a pool of untrusted peers as a
storage back end of a decentralized social network. Using appropriate information dispersion codes, the system
helps to ensure that items will be available despite node churn – while appropriate cryptographic controls also
guarantee integrity and confidentiality. Vanish [98] uses a similar design to ensure files disappear.

4.2.3

Availability when resisting formidable adversaries

Censorship Resistance The original motivation for many decentralized systems was censorship resistance [9].
Decentralization can also find resources that would be difficult to centralize, such as the network location diversity
needed for bridges to bypass censorship both on the network and legal levels. Proximax [154], for example,
manages and distributes volunteer IP addresses to potentially censored hosts to use as proxies. A number
of designs take advantage of this, like Publius [242], in order to resist powerful adversaries trying to censor
information stored in the network.
Survivability Decentralized architectures have the potential to survive attempts to take them down or inflict
massive damage, in a way that centralized systems cannot resist ‘decapitation’ attacks [255]. This property
has been used to build highly robust botnets using a peer-to-peer architecture [195]. Although these systems
are decentralized on the technical level, there is of course a need to maintain central but covert command and
control (C&C). Those botnets have indeed been harder to take down using conventional techniques, but are also
vulnerable to new threats that result from their decentralization, such as poisoning and enumeration of nodes. A
further discussion of such topological issues in the wider ‘Darket’ is provided by Zhou et al. [143].
Separate Development from Operations In high risk threat models, the developers of systems may reasonably
be concerned about being coerced to either reveal private data on users of the system or to deliberately introduce
privacy weaknesses into their systems. In this context decentralized architectures may mitigate this risk, by
clearly separating authorities that provide public code – and that have no access to operational data and secrets
– and those that run the code to serve users, each of which can audit any open source code and has partial
visibility into user data.
A key architecture embodying this benefit is the Tor [75] project and the onion routing network using their code,
as the code and the underlying network is run by independent operators. The core development team updates
the code, that is publicly visible and auditable, but that is then run by independent relay operators. As a result, attempts to coerce the Tor development team can only have an indirect and possibly highly visible effect –
rendering such attempts less effective. On the other hand a vast decentralized architecture guarantees that coercing a critical mass of operators, to reliably trace users, is extremely expensive and requires a multi-jurisdiction
attack. Similar designs are put forward in other peer-to-peer anonymity systems like Tarzan [93].

4.2.4

Public verifiability of integrity

Due to the availability of multiple independent authorities, decentralized systems may be used to implement
security properties through ‘auditability’ mechanisms that allow these multiple authorities to have their integrity
publicly verified. In such settings adversaries are disincentivised by ensuring that attacks will leave an observable
effect to be used against the adversary later on or that such cheating will be caught before it has the desired
negative effect.
Transparency can be used to help enable privacy as ensuring that actions are transparent enables users to know
what happened with their data. Similarly, Pulls et al. [185] use decentralization to support transparent audits of
personal data accesses. Auditability is also a key feature of secure electronic election systems such as the
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Helios system [1]. Such systems rely on the existence of multiple authorities in a number of ways: threshold
cryptography is used for parameter and ballot generation, anonymization and threshold decryption. However, a
number of properties can also be provided through auditability: every party contributing to Helios generates a
cryptographic proof that it operated correctly, i.e. in a manner that will not affect the correct election result. It
is crucial that other parties in the system audit those proofs and raise an alarm in case of deviation. It is their
collective proving of correctness and auditing of correctness, and the assumption that some will be honest, that
guarantees the integrity of the results.

4.3

How is Privacy supported?

Decentralization works when there is no trusted third-party. If a user does trust a single third-party provider,
having data at a single third-party with privacy-enhancing measures (such as adequate cover traffic) could
be considered more resistant to traffic analysis by a global passive adversary than spreading communication
throughout a peer-to-peer network without privacy-enhancing measures.
The primary advantage of decentralized systems from the perspective of security and privacy is that they remove
central trust. Centralized systems can be transformed into decentralized systems both in order to eliminate the
single point of failure in terms of availability and to reduce the risk to this trusted party of being coerced to harm
privacy. One key problem with privacy-preserving systems is that many of them require a trusted third party to
ensure service integrity (see Section 4.5.3).
There are two general methods to decentralize a system. In the first, a trusted third party is substituted with a
decentralized protocol. An example is the decentralized anonymous credential scheme proposed by Garman
et al. [96] in which the authors build on e-cash public ledgers to enable the decentralization of the Credential
Issuer authority, replacing a “central bank” with joint oblivious functionality. Another example of trusted third party
decentralization is Adeona [192], where storage of user locations is decentralized to gain robustness, reduce the
cost and also increase privacy.
The second method is to use a trusted third-party but check its integrity by public forcing of transparency. In
Certificate Transparency, all observed certs (from central certification authorities) are logged and checked for
conflicts, with multiple logs communicating via a gossip protocol [133].
In this section we survey the privacy properties that can be obtained through decentralization. We use the widely
accepted properties defined by Pfitzmann and Hansen [180] to guide our study. Not all architectures provide
these benefits, as we will see in Section 4.4.

4.3.1

Confidentiality

We distinguish two ways of obtaining content confidentiality through decentralization. The first provides users
with data privacy towards a system or an observer, the second provides data privacy also with respect to other
peers participating in a decentralized operation such as a computation.
Confidentiality from third-parties. Some designs employ a decentralized architecture since such an architecture may not feature a centralized attack surface that needs to be surveilled to gather intelligence about online
user activities, as data is stored in peers and not a centralized datacenter. In this first category the most characteristic systems are those that exploit threshold encryption [204] in order to trade off information confidentiality
and information availability, such as the PASIS [256] architecture. This scheme splits the data in n “shares” and
distributes it among peers in such a way that recovering m shares allows one to recover the data, but having
less pieces provides no information. Similar solutions are provided by POTSHARDS [220] or Plutus [124].
Confidentiality from peers. Another scenario is that in which nodes need to perform a joint computation but
they do not trust each other nor a third party with their data. In this case, decentralization enables them to
exchange encrypted data and obtain the sought after result without relying on any particular entity to preserve
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their privacy. The P4P framework [79] is such a system, in which further zero-knowledge proofs are integrated
to protect computations against malicious users.
Covertness. Other systems defend even the existence of the participation of nodes in the decentralized network
from outside observers. The Membership Concealing Overlay Network (MCON) [235] leverages this to provide
strong forms of covertness. All peers in MCON only have links with trusted friends, and a complex routable
overlay network is jointly created that allows all peers to communicate indirectly with all others. Yet, any peer
only connects to other locally trusted peers, resisting attempts to enumerate all users by malicious peers.

4.3.2

Anonymity

One of the main advantages of decentralized systems is that they can provide support for the decoupling of
actions from the identity of the users that perform them in order to provide anonymity.
Pseudonymity. Before diving into the analysis of systems that aim at completely hiding the identity of the
originators of actions, it is worth mentioning that some designs enable pseudonymity. Even though this is a
weaker concept than anonymity [180], e.g. it allows linkability of actions which may have a negative impact on
privacy (see Section 4.3.3 below), in some scenarios it may have advantages, whether to enable functionality
(e.g. detecting returning users) or reduce the complexity of the system. An outstanding example is Bitcoin [168],
where every transaction is linked to a pseudonym and stored in the blockchain. This allows to trace the money
and avoids double-spending, but on the downside if a pseudonym is ever linked to an identity (e.g. [29]), all
actions from the person behind the pseudonym would be de-anonymized.
Anonymous communications. Probably the most textbfdigmatic intention for using decentralization is to protect communication patterns (browsing habits, communicating patterns, etc.) from network-level adversaries.
As mentioned earlier, the Tor network [75] has messages relayed through several decentralized nodes before
being delivered to their destination. In Tor decentralization and diversity enable users to avoid a global adversary who can observe both sides of a communication and thus breach their privacy. Many other systems, both
deployed [116] and in the literature [93, 169, 155, 161], leverage this approach to provide anonymous communication.
Another decentralized building block for implementing anonymous communications is group signatures [52],
where all members of a group obtain a signing key that they can use without the need of coordination, in such a
way that given a signed message it is not possible to identify the group member that has issued the signature. For
instance in AMOEBA [196], a privacy-preserving vehicular communication system, nearby vehicles agree on a
group signature key that they use to sign messages while being anonymous within the group of nearby vehicles.
This approach has also been leveraged to allow private multi-party messaging in which it is not possible to say
who sent which message without relying on a trusted party [101].

4.3.3

Unlinkability of user operations

. Due to the distributed nature of resources in decentralized networks, no entity can observe all actions happening in the network nor track all activities from a user. This supports privacy in several dimensions as follows:
User Freedom. This property enables a subject to safely and believably deny having originated an action, so
as to shield her from any responsibility associated to performing such action. The fact that actions cannot be
linked back to a user, equips users with freedom to perform actions without fear of retaliation. For instance, in
Freenet [58] requests can not be linked to their originator, thus users can freely search for information without
revealing their preferences. Similar freedom is provided by censorship-resistant systems [74, 241] that, in order
to avoid blockage and enable the use of online resources without fear of punishment, preserve a user’s privacy
by hiding which users have performed a given action online.
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Anonymous Publishing. Plausible deniability is crucial in facilitating anonymous and censorship-resistant publishing. This was the motivation behind the original Eternity service [9] and well-known designs such as Publius [242]. Another example is Tangler [241], a scheme that achieves censorship resistance, that publishes
content in a decentralized manner by replicating it in several blocks “entangling” different information. This
replication method not only hampers deletion, but also provides anonymity to publishers (entangled replication
hinders the identification of the content originator) and readers (entangled replication hinders the identification
of the content being accessed since several files are downloaded every time). Likewise, modern underground
market places increasingly use decentralized Tor Hidden Services [75] for anonymous publishing. Anonymous
notifications can also be published: Lincoln et al. [144] propose to use intermediate repositories to “mix” security
alerts in such a way that collaborative analysis of information security threats can be done but alerts cannot be
linked back to contributors.
Unobservability. An important privacy property that can be achieved through the decentralization of communications and information storage is that of unobservability, i.e. the hiding of the very existence of actions.
For instance Drac [62] not only achieves anonymity in terms of who speaks with whom by relaying traffic in a
decentralized manner, but as nodes always participate in the building of communication tunnels and relaying of
packets, an adversary cannot distinguish whether they are communicating with a friend or not. The Dissent [251]
anonymity system also provides some degree of unobservability through the use of Dining Cryptographers networks. Another way this privacy property can be implemented is to hide the social graph in social networking
applications like Xbook[208] and presence information in chat applications as done by PIR in DP5 [34]
Analytics prevention. A first advantage is that no entity can monetize an analysis of the data that could be
extracted by such a centralized tracker, since this authority does not exist. Such a property is one of the primary
motivations behind decentralized online social networks as surveyed by Paul et al. [179]. By hampering analytics
on the level of the individual user, decentralization reinforces the provision of anonymity, with decentralized and
privacy-enhanced analytics still an active area in need of more research.
Private retrieval. Decentralization can also help breaking the link between a query and its response, for instance
in information theoretic private information retrieval [100]. This property is leveraged by PIR-Tor [162] to obtain
Tor nodes in a private manner without having to download the full directory service. Other systems use this
approach to implement private presence services [34] or to enable private location-based services [176].

4.4

What do we lose because of decentralization?

Sadly, there is no free lunch in decentralization. As mentioned in the two previous sections decentralizing
brings many advantages, but there is no guarantee that the properties and features of centralized systems are
maintained in the process. This section summarizes problems stemming from decentralization which should be
taken into account when moving away from centralization. A further critique of decentralized systems, focusing
on personal data, is provided by Narayanan [171].
Increased attack surface A first problem is that decentralizing systems across different nodes inherently augments the number of points (attack vectors) that an adversary could use to launch an attack or use to observe
the the traffic of users.
Internal adversaries As opposed to centralized systems, where system components can be monitored and
evaluated by a trusted entity and therefore a malicious insider can be more easily detected, in a decentralized
system it is easier to insert a node with adversarial intentions. For instance, the predecessor attack [252, 253]
uncovers communication partners in many anonymous communication schemes [51, 75, 189, 222], while the
Sybil attack on decentralized systems allows an adversary to insert many nodes in the system, which could be
used to bias the reputation scores in her favour [78] or corrupt the information exchanged inside collaborative
decentralized intrusion detection systems [117]. Also, when messages are relayed through other nodes in order
to gain anonymity, the content of these messages is exposed to more adversaries, e.g. Crowds anonymous
web transactions [189] or distributed search engines. Even if messages are encrypted, other techniques can be
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used to reconstruct their content, as in the case of VoIP conversations [247]. Open federated systems also fall
for internal adversaries, as exemplified by the widespread use of spam in email.
Traffic analysis Second, decentralization inherently implies that information will be sent around through the
network. So even in the presence of encryption, metadata is available to external adversaries with access to
the network (e.g. ISPs, Law enforcement agencies) that can be used to compromise the privacy and security
of a system. A classic example of this is anonymous communications networks, where it has been repeatedly
shown that both passive local [159] or (partially) global [121, 166], as well as active adversaries [246], can break
anonymity by looking at traffic patterns. Therefore, resistance to traffic analysis is one of the largest problems
facing all decentralized networks.
Attacks on inconsistent views The fact that decentralization typically implies that nodes have a partial view of
the network can impact systems security, as such views may be non-consistent and so lack integrity. These nonconsistent views allow adversaries to “cheat” without being detected. For instance, in the Bitcoin decentralized
peer to peer network adversaries can force non-consistency through fast operations [126] or eclipse attacks [109]
in which the adversary gains control over all connections of a target node thus isolating her from the rest of the
network, and exploit this lack of consistency to perform double spending. Similarly, a non-consistent view of the
relays in anonymity systems opens the door to epistemic de-anonymization attacks [66] as well as in the Bitcoin
network [29].
Inconsistency in Privacy Besides routing problems, the lack of a global view brings problems in terms of
privacy. Since users act in a decentralized manner they do not necessarily make the best choices with respect
to optimizing their privacy and instead may only optimize based on their relationships to other local nodes but
leave themselves open to adversaries that observe the network. This issue has been studied both in the context
of anonymous communications [74] and location privacy [94].
Denial of Service Although a single system may fall victim to denial of service attacks, mitigations against
denial of service (DoS attack) are typically focused on a single network resource rather than an open-ended
decentralized network. So another consequence of decentralization is that it eases the deployment of denial
of service attacks to disable the system partially as groups of nodes, rather than a central system, may be
attacked. These attacks can be launched by internal adversaries, as in the case of Daswani et al.’s attacks [67]
on Gnutella [99]; as well as by external entities that can send messages to the system nodes [57, 118]. Besides
being harmful in itself, DoS has also been shown to facilitate other attacks, in particular de-anonymization [29,
118, 35].

4.4.1

Cumbersome management

An obvious problem of decentralization is that there is no entity who has a global vision of the system, nor does
there exist a central authority that can either act as controller to make optimal decisions, or provide nodes with
information that allows them to make these decisions on their own. This makes the availability of a decentralized
network often more difficult to maintain.
Routing difficulties A straightforward consequence of this lack of centralized control is increased complication
in routing data since it becomes difficult to get an overview of the network and its capabilities [221] and therefore
to optimize routing decisions [261]. This is even harder given some of the intrinsic properties of distributed
networks such as highly diverse nodes [91], the existence of churn [12] and the fact that discovering the network
relies on possibly malicious nodes [245]. Solutions to these problems include using complex routing algorithms
to enable secure and private discovery of nodes [155, 163, 160], decentralized virtual coordinate systems that
open a new door to insider attacks [261], or resorting to a centralized directory (see Section 4.5.1). An additional
challenge for these routing algorithms is to prevent adversaries from learning the network topology through traffic
analysis, since it has been shown to be of great help for de-anonymization [170].
Performance Loss The lack of centralized routing information also impacts performance since no entity has a
global view of the network and thus choosing optimal routes and ensuring load balancing is difficult. We can
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find two approaches to alleviate this problem in the literature: those that use local estimations to improve performance [7, 8, 227], or those that aim at helping users to make better decisions about routing individually [209],
although the latter also opens the door to new attacks [111, 165].
Difficult attack prevention Decentralization not only opens the door to new attacks, as mentioned before, but
the lack of centralization also hampers the establishment of effective protection mechanisms. For instance, it
has been shown that the lack of a consistent view of the network hampers the use of collaborative approaches
to detect incorrect information, calling for more complex solutions [125]. Another prominent example of this
problem is sybil attacks. Since there is no entity that can observe all nodes and have complete information about
their structure and behaviour, it becomes extremely difficult to decide which nodes are the sybils. Thus, defenses
must leverage local information, e.g. defenses based on social networks [65, 259], or implement collaborative
approaches that combine information from several nodes to identify replicas [178].
Challenging collaborative computation Though collaborative approaches are common in defending the system from many attacks, their implementation in a decentralized setting brings new challenges. Not only it is
difficult to know which peers to rely on, as we discuss in the next subsection, but reliance on ephemeral peers
makes it difficult to trust the integrity of collective computations. Thus, additional mechanisms are needed to
harden distributed computations and verify their results [157, 223], increasing the cost incurred by the system.
The use of the blockchain to maintain distributed integrity in Bitcoin [168] also shows that while such a system
to maintain the integrity of collaborative computation may be decentralized, it may incur large costs such as
maintenance of the blockchain and hashing power.
Network diversity Finally, it is very common that nodes in a decentralized system have hugely varying capabilities (bandwidth, computation power, etc.). This increases the management difficulties for all the above points.
For instance, heterogeneity in bandwidth or computation [91, 239] or the presence of networks of a different
nature [145] increase the difficulty of routing. The emergence of superpeers to deal with peer diversity makes
them attractive targets [158], thwarting the deployment of many defenses.

4.4.2

Lack of reputation

Decentralization is also an obstacle to the implementation of accountability and reputation mechanisms. Thus,
nodes cannot be threatened with retaliation in the case of misbehaviour, which in turn has a negative impact
on security and privacy. The negative effect can be amplified when privacy and anonymity mechanisms are in
place, since it becomes even more difficult to identify misbehaving entities [112].
Information integrity A first effect of this lack of accountability is that nodes have no incentive to behave correctly and can try to distribute fake information that provides them with some advantage in the system (e.g. better
performance). This problem has been identified in many scenarios such as P2P file sharing [262], multicast communication [260], or reputation [112]. In particular, the presence of churn, which make nodes short-lived and
difficult to track over time (e.g. in ad-hoc networks) makes the establishment of reputation to guarantee veracity
a very challenging problem [187], even more if privacy has to be preserved [198].
Poor Incentives Without reputation and retaliation it becomes a challenge to establish incentive schemes for
nodes to not be selfish, in particular in a privacy preserving manner. A solution to this problem is increasing
transparency of actions, e.g. by permitting witnesses to report on malicious nodes in a privacy-preserving
manner [264]. However, the most popular approach is the use of (anonymous) payments that incentivize good
and collaborative behavior that benefits all users in the network [23, 53, 129]. Bittorrent uses a tit-for-tat strategy
when users share blocks to incentivize sharing.

4.5

What is still centralized in decentralized designs?

In many decentralized systems there are often “hidden” centralized assumptions in the form of parts of the design
that need to be centralized for the design to operate correctly but that are not made explicit. These centralized
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components are not elaborated in the original design and so left implicit, such as the power of the developers in
projects like Tor and Bitcoin. There is also the case that components could be or have been decentralized but
that over time have eventually evolved into centralized components, or a centralized option was chosen for some
reason over a decentralized option, such as the use of Facebook Connect over the federated OAuth standard for
authorization [108]. Such assumptions highlight research directions to achieve more effective decentralization,
which we elaborate in Sect. 5.

4.5.1

Centralization of Network Information

It is a challenge in any decentralized system to route packets across the network to get to a destination for
operational and privacy reasons. Typically routing can be divided in two main tasks: first how to find candidate
nodes to relay traffic, and second how to select among these nodes. While as detailed in Section 4.1.3, there
are many decentralized algorithms to choose the route, actually finding candidate nodes often still requires
centralized work that can inform clients about possible routing choices.

4.5.2

Centralized Directories

A solution for the first problem is to assume that there exists a centralized directory that knows all members of
the net. The most prominent example is the Domain Name System (DNS) that allows to resolve IP addresses
associated to easy-to-remember domain names to allow finding hosts in the largest known decentralized system:
the Internet. Though distributed, this centralized service has serious security implications, e.g. for privacy [164]
or availability [236], and thus several alternatives are being proposed [240] and deployed [76]. Another example
are Tor Directory authorities [75] that provide Tor clients with the full list of onion routers. These directories
solve the routing problem but have become a bottleneck for the scalability of the system. Decentralizing these
authorities in an efficient, privacy-preserving manner is an active area of research [162, 155]. Centralized
directories are also present in Bitcoin in the form of the DNS seeds that are used upon a first connection to
Bitcoin to discover other nodes. In all of these cases, a directory of what nodes are ’part’ of the decentralized
network is kept by a centralized authority.
Path selection Once routing alternatives are known the question remains: Which route to choose? Although
DHTs could be used, it is more common to have a centralized server that can “rank” these options to allow for
path optimization with respect to adversaries [5, 16, 82, 123], performance [206, 209, 238], or with respect to
users’ reputation [244]. Such a centralized ranking approach has been shown to be vulnerable to attacks [19, 30].

4.5.3

Trust establishment

Another hard challenge when decentralizing networks is how to ensure that nodes can be trusted to perform
the actions they are assigned or can authenticate themselves as the intended receiver of a messages. Thus,
designers often rely on centralized authentication or authorization services to establish trust relationships in
distributed systems.
Authentication In general, PKI and certificate infrastructures are not decentralized. Some decentralized systems rely on centralized certification authorities to authenticate nodes that can be used for secure routing [48,
219], user authentication [38], or to enrol users in the system in the context of anonymous credentials [42, 43, 22],
a privacy-preserving alternative for authentication to allow selective access to resources without requiring identification of the users. Such centralized authorities are simpler for deployability or usability, but become a single
point of failure as pointed out by Lesueur et al. in [141]. They also introduce an imbalance of power unnatural for
decentralized environments since they allow a single entity to revoke peers’ authentication credentials. We also
note that many decentralized designs do not address authentication (e.g. [175, 205], see [179] for more details).
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Authorization Authorizing whether one node can access capabilities or data on another note can also be centralized. OAuth was designed to be federated in terms of authorization, but in practice only a few large providers use
the standard for authorization [203]. Thus, if an adversary compromises a user’s single authentication method
such as a password, it could allow their node to be compromised across multiple decentralized systems. Assuming the existence of a centralized entity is also common when it comes to storing and enforcing authorization
policies, as highlighted by numerous efforts to decentralize policy management and enforcement [139, 142, 248].
Abuse prevention When systems are decentralized and in particular when users are anonymous, accountability
becomes a challenge. Hence, existing abuse-prevention schemes end up relying on centralized parties, often
determining global reputation scores. Solutions based on blacklistable credentials (anonymous credentials for
which authorization can be selectively revoked) use a centralized authority for enrollment [231, 232], or to store
blacklists [122, 233]. Similarly, identity escrow [31] or revocable anonymous communication solutions [55, 128],
that allow for re-identification of misbehaving users require a centralized party that stores those identities. In
practice, spam prevention in federated email systems also uses centralized lists of known spammers.13 .
Payment systems In many applications of decentralized services it could be desirable to count on a payment
system to reward peers for their contributions. While many alternatives have been presented in the literature
specifically aimed at peer to peer systems, e.g. [23, 44, 257], they inherently rely on a centralized authority
that opens accounts (the bank ) and sometimes even on other authorities that can act as “arbiters” in case of
dispute [23], or on authorities that record transactions to help taxation on the operations run in the system, even
if the transactions are anonymized [225].

4.5.4

Computation is centralized

A number of decentralized systems are designed with the assumption that there is a central entity that performs
computations on the data collected by the nodes in the system. Paradigmatic examples of this behavior are
decentralized sensor networks [49, 88, 265] where the challenge is to send decentralized measurements to
a “master” node, but there exist other applications such as distributed network monitoring for intrusion detection [186], anonymous surveys [113], or private statistics [83] in which, even though nodes perform decentralized
computations, interaction with a central authority is needed to produce the final result. Another example is eVoting in which not only the final tally but also other events key to the security and privacy of the system are
centralized, such as voter registration or ballot printing [182]. Despite the gains made in secure multi-party
computation, in general the performance loss is still too high for practical systems.
Correct Protocol Implementation Often designs focus on limited aspects of a system, implicitly assuming
that the parts that are not addressed will not affect the security or privacy properties obtained through decentralization. This is exemplified by de-anonymization techniques based on bad node configuration [152], or
unobservability broken by lack of fidelity to a protocol [114]. Another example is eVoting protocols, that assume
that voters’ interfaces, networks, etc. are secure, while this is not always the case [210]. Finally, it is generally
assumed the user themselves, who may give resources or otherwise control their own end-point, is secure, but
this is often not the case.
Incentives are aligned Finally, decentralized schemes’ security properties many times rely on the assumptions
that nodes will act as they were intended to by the designers of the system. Yet, even if nodes are not malicious
per se, they may not have incentives to provide enough resources to the network, i.e. the nodes may be selfish,
which in turn affects the security properties [89, 174] of the entire decentralized network.
Trusted Developers and Protocol All decentralized systems work in virtue of having the nodes communicate
via the same protocol. Thus, the actual software can often inevitably be a centralized point of failure if there
are flaws on the level of the protocol. If the protocol is standardized, the implementation of the protocol itself
may be a failure. Furthermore, the developers themselves could be compromised. One solution is to apply the
13
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technique of forcing public transparency and auditing of the integrity of the development process. Thus, opensource development with all development done in public repositories is increasingly required in decentralized
system design as exemplified by Tor, with integrity ensured via deterministic builds to ensure all can verify the
genuine binary, so that the authority to run new versions of the software remains in the hands of the operators.
This is shown in Tor and increasingly in Bitcoin, where the choice to deploy particular open-source code is up to
miners.

5

Decentralize all things: Vision and Roadmap

In the previous section we reviewed the state of the art in decentralized systems in terms of architectures,
properties they bring and their limitations. Based on this state of the art, we provide an overview of the challenges
that need to be addressed in the next years in order to design, implement and deploy secure decentralized
privacy systems.

5.1

Address the shortcomings of decentralization

A number of designs we review consider decentralization as a goal and virtue in itself and do too little to address
the challenges of such designs. In particular we studied in Section 4.4 a number of challenges intimately associated with decentralized architectures: an increased attack surface, with corrupt insiders; susceptibility to peers
violating privacy and vulnerability to traffic analysis, integrity and consistency attacks; expensive and fragile routing; potential degradation in performance; loss of central choke points to enforce security controls; peer diversity
and lack of incentives. These challenges are serious and real, and designers that do not acknowledge them and
confront them head on will create weak systems that cannot credibly compete with centralized solutions.
Addressing these challenges in future designs requires both design and implementation discipline as well as
fundamental research advances. A key question relates to how to reduce the attack surface across peers, and
systematically protect the communication layer, including content and meta-data, as well as providing routing
security in a systematic manner. Systems such as Freenet and P2P, as well as Tor Hidden Services, attempt to
provide application platforms to an ecosystem of privacy applications. More research is required looking at those
systems as platforms rather than purely as channels, including understanding their interfaces, their required
performance and quality of service guarantees and their security properties as a whole system of interlocking
parts.
Further work is also required to radically simplify the deployment and management of decentralized applications,
either on larger platforms or as stand-alone distributed systems. Deployability and usable application life-cycle
support is at the heart of the current centralized Cloud-based dev-ops revolution, and has made centralized app
stores and Web applications as popular as they are. Yet, there are no equivalent tools or technologies to facilitate
the deployment, management and monitoring of decentralized systems, let alone their continuous updates,
application life-cycle management, and telemetry. The complete lack of such toolchains lowers the productivity of
developers and makes the engineering and maintenance of decentralized systems very expensive. Yet, building
such toolchains – without introducing any central control – is largely an open research problem. Successful
projects such as Tor and BitCoin have developed best practices and running code in that space such as opensource development and deterministic builds to address security concerns that may be generalized.
Finally, there has to be a deeper acceptance that even honest users and peers in decentralized systems will
have to be incentivised to participate and behave cooperatively. This is particularly true when stronger privacy
protections are implemented and reputation based on repeated and iterated interactions cannot be leveraged.
In those cases standard platforms must be developed to combat Sybil attacks and establish privacy preserving
reputation to curtail abuse, and accounting and payment mechanisms need to be devised to ensure that those
that do work are rewarded to sustain their operations. Systems that do not provide incentives for participation
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in the infrastructure will fall foul of the tragedy of the commons and will remain small proofs of concepts – David
Clark (IETF) called those ‘Peter Pan Systems’, namely ‘systems that refuse to grow up’.

5.2

Towards full decentralization

In Section 4.5 we show how, despite the advances in the field, many aspects of decentralized systems are still
carried out by a central entity. This reluctance to decentralization may respond to performance loss, security
concerns or lack of adequate solutions.
From our study of the literature, we have shown a number of key functions of decentralized systems often
fall-back to centralized models in practice. First, directories, key management and naming often remain more
centralized. Thus the design of collective high-integrity infrastructures to support the directory, node discovery
and key exchange needs of decentralized designs are needed. These designs will need to scale up and remain
decentralized, while not being open to corruption or inconsistencies. The Bitcoin protocol and subsequent
distributed ledger platforms – such as Ethereum14 that supports smart contracts – have recently become popular
and might be leveraged to ensure decentralized integrity. These can also address the need for payments – which
are often assumed to require a central entity to act as the ‘bank.’
Second, reputation and abuse control often require centralized entities: even advanced privacy-preserving techniques such as anonymous blacklisting assume that centralized services will issue and bind identities, and ecash protocols rely on a bank to issue coins and prevent double spending. More work is required in establishing
reputation in decentralized systems and preventing abuse without resorting to central points of control.
Finally, it is important to make credible assumptions about the platform security and computing environment of
end-users or other peer devices. It is too facile to heavily rely on end-user systems keeping secret keys and data,
and ignore that they are often compromised with malware and spyware – therefore exposing users to greater
risks than if their data was kept away from those devices on centralized provider systems. Achieving perfect
end-point security is an ambitious goal – and probably beyond the strict remit of building secure decentralized
systems. However, architectures that display or limit the effect of compromises, and which may ‘heal’ and recover
privacy properties following hacks, should be preferred to those that fail catastrophically under those conditions,
particularly if they fail silently.

5.3

Develop design strategies

Aside from having a common definition of the privacy and security properties that can be sought through decentralization, as well as the means to quantify the extent to which a design supports them, robust decentralization
engineering also requires the development of design strategies.
Section 4.1, for instance, illustrates the variety of different design alternatives available in the decentralized
design space. Currently, there is no guidance as to how to search this space and choose the best combination
to achieve a certain functionality as well as the desired level of privacy protection.

5.4

Develop systematic evaluation tools

A key missing piece in the puzzle of privacy-preserving decentralization is the lack of systematic means for
evaluating the privacy and security properties provided by a given system.
As evidenced by our studies, decentralization can support privacy in a wide range of manners (Section 4.3),
as well as supporting other properties too (Section 4.2). We observe that systems are often designed with one
particular privacy goal in mind and designers craft ad-hoc evaluations to prove that indeed the goal is achieved.
14
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Moreover, not only evaluations are tailored to the designs but also the privacy goals are often redefined in these
works. More often than not other properties are swept under the carpet, rarely mentioned even less evaluated.
A similar trend is observed in terms of measuring the severity of disadvantages introduced by decentralization.
Though, as we show in Section 4.4, many weaknesses arise from decentralizing, few works evaluate their implications, and if they do so it is again following a procedure specific to their design which is difficult to extrapolate
to other systems or environments.
A consequence of this custom-made design & evaluation procedure is that it becomes extremely difficult to
compare systems and find promising directions that should be followed by posterior designs. In other words,
it prevents the development of robust decentralized systems that can be built from the best bits and pieces of
other designs.
It thus becomes apparent that the community needs to put effort into systematizing the definition of privacy
properties sought by decentralized designs, as well as other properties that are needed to achieve privacy. More
importantly, given that decentralized systems designers cannot be expected to have great expertise in security or
privacy issues, there is a need to develop systematic means to evaluate how well these properties are achieved.
This challenge shall not be solved simply once there is agreement on common definitions for privacy properties,
but also requires the formalization of privacy properties into measurable objectives as well as the development
of algorithms that are able to quantify privacy in systems. These algorithms, furthermore, must be scalable since
they may often be applied to systems that count with thousands, or even millions, of nodes.

6

Open Technical Questions for Designing Decentralization

To build the next generation of decentralized systems, good will, slogans, and demands are not enough. Most
designers of decentralized systems simply do not have a firm grasp on what properties their systems actually
provide and as a result build systems that are likely often worse than centralized systems. For example, does it
matter if you control your own data, if your data is not encrypted end-to-end so that it has no integrity, i.e. it can
be altered at any time without a trace? Or do you really want to use a peer-to-peer system or blockchain-based
system where your privacy is almost always sacrificed to any adversary that can observe the traffic between
nodes, or even more easily simply inspect the public audit log? Lastly, why would you host any data of value on
a decentralized node of a network such that your data may not be available when you need it? Indeed, given
these constraints it seems almost logical that users return to the Cloud for real-world applications.

6.1

Integrity, Availability and Privacy

Many developers want users to return to a lost golden age where everyone ran their own web-server: Alas, this
was only true of a few self-selecting engineers, and the vast popularity of services like Facebook and Gmail is
testament to the fact that most users do not have the time or skills to host their own node in a decentralized
network without a powerful incentive like file-sharing. Worse, we cannot demand that ordinary users magically
transform themselves into systems administrators, and neither can we pretend to ourselves that even the most
skilled of systems administrators in the 1990s did not have difficulties maintaining systems against security
bugs and adversaries. Indeed, the immense reach of pervasive surveillance programmes demonstrates in
spades how difficult it is to secure a system against a powerful adversary, and how often basic protocols that the
entire Internet depends on have major flaws. Building successful decentralized systems that do not betray the
security and privacy of their users is hard, and no job for amateurs who simply want to tack on a blockchain or
P2P network to a pre-existing problem. However, has our analysis shown there is some fundamental trade-off
between integrity, privacy and availability in decentralized systems?
The fundamental economic problem of building and maintaining such systems naively is that a good solution
for one security property is an unsafe design pattern for another. The three primary decentralized systems all
demonstrate this. Bitcoin comes with high-integrity at the cost of a public ledger with little privacy. Tor routers
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Figure 3: Privacy in Decentralized Systems
provide high-privacy at the cost of no available or correct collective statistics to ensure the integrity of the entire
system. BitTorrent provides high availability in downloading files, but fails to provide privacy and integrity to its
users against powerful adversaries.
We can broadly characterize privacy, integrity and availability properties into patterns of “fragile” decentralization.
Privacy depends on sharing a secret s across a number of nodes in a decentralized network, so that if any part
of the decentralized system is corrupt you lose privacy. Thus, the only design pattern that makes sense is to
split the secret across all (or at least a large enough subset) of nodes as given in Figure 3. In terms of integrity,
when storing a value of a function f (p) as in Figure 4, if any part of the decentralized system is corrupt a node
can lose the integrity of the response. Thus, the one safe design pattern is to make sure all nodes agree on
the value, as can be done in a decentralized manner via blockchain technologies. Lastly as given by Figure 5,
if any part of the decentralized system is unavailable you lose service. One solution is to rely not on the entire
network, but only on a small agile subset of nodes. Yet this trade-off seems to go against integrity.
However, it is not pre-ordained that there is a trade-off between privacy, availability, and integrity in decentralized systems. Unlike Bitcoin, Zerocash combines both high-privacy and high integrity due to its complex
cryptographic assumptions around zero-knowledge proofs. Likewise, many of the systems from the academic
literature that build privacy into a P2P network, such as Drac[62], remain unimplemented but plausibly solve the
issues of traffic analysis to defend privacy in a P2P network, and work on scalability shows that many cryptographic designs can scale if they make the right engineering decisions. Lastly, one of the surprising reasons why
Bitcoin works is that it takes advantages of selfish incentive structures outside of traditional computer science:
The desire for people to transfer around money and avoid paying fees. The same held for BitTorrent as well,
whose immense popularity rested on the desire for people to share files. These incentives may not always be
selfish: Tor’s uptake of Tor relays, in contrast, is run on the altruism of people who want to defend the right to
privacy. So to build good secure decentralized systems, one needs:
– Experience in building distributed systems, as decentralized systems are by definition distributed.
– Deep knowledge of cryptography, as complex cryptographic protocols are necessary to achieve simultaneously privacy, integrity and availability.
– Understanding of mechanism design, game theory and sociology in order to understand the motivations of
possibly selfish or unmotivated actors and build them into the decentralized system.
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Figure 4: Integrity in Decentralized Systems

Figure 5: Availability in Decentralized Systems
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It should be no surprise that there are not more deployed decentralized systems and very few people in the
world exist that combine these skill-sets. Indeed, the amount of knowledge needed to build decentralized systems is simply greater than the knowledge needed to build a simple centralized web service. Furthermore,
as shown by the massive successful attack on the Distributed Autonomous Organization built on Ethereum,15
there is almost no application of the large amount of academic research in verified and provable security properties in distributed programming languages, languages one would assume would be naturally suited to building
decentralized systems [92].

6.2

Scalability Concerns

A core central engineering challenge is that decentralized systems seem not to scale and are typically inefficient in comparison to centralized systems - and in practice, in a world with limited resources and investment,
inefficient decentralization leads to a failure of decentralization. This problematic dynamic is typically built into
decentralized designs: Maintaining high-integrity requires a majority to honestly participate in decisions. Although one could point to Bitcoin as a success, the larger Bitcoin grows the less it scales, as all miners need to
detect and verify new blocks. This becomes even worse in Ethereum, where to “decentralize” a smart contract,
the program must be executed on each node in the network: A less scalable design is almost unimaginable. In
both Bitcoin and Ethereum, the larger the decentralized network, the more work each peer needs to do. Thus,
Bitcoin and Ethereum will not scale without major design changes. One possible design is to require enough
separate authorities to ensure diversity, but as few as possible to ensure efficiency and scalability. This principle
could already be in action, such as in the way mining pools concentrate Bitcoin mining. Furthermore, it could
also be at work in some of the centralizing tendencies in decentralized systems that we see in everything from
BitTorrent super-nodes to market centralization. Yet, it does seem that a single authority is dangerous, and most
successful institutions seem to have a separation of powers, even if only by three: From the European Commission, the Parliament and the Council to Tor entries, exits and guards. More empirical work is needed to work out
the details of how decentralized systems can scale on both the technical and social levels.

6.3

Open Technical Questions for Decentralization

The ultimate security bet of decentralized systems is also ultimately unknown: Is being vulnerable to a random
subset of decentralized authorities better than being vulnerable to one? In all honesty, the answer to this question
is unknown and rests itself on assumptions about the adversaries being likely to compromise or control some
of the authorities, or some of the authorities being naturally untrustworthy, assumptions that are fundamentally
social. Ultimately, decentralization is the natural result of a breakdown in trust in centralized institutions, but
we do not yet understand how to build decentralized institutions to support decentralized systems despite all
the promise of Bitcoin to produce algorithmic monetary policy, and even more the hysteria around Ethereum to
produce modern civilization with a scripting language with dubious security properties. As studied by projects
like P2PValue,16 there have been various successful commons-based projects whose governance structures
survived the original “peer-to-peer” boom in 2001 such as Wikipedia. Due to advances in mechanism design
in understanding the incentive structures behind human co-operation [181] and the rise of computational social
science that can measure empirically social incentives [134], an emerging art of building decentralized social
structures is now possible. To summarize, open questions remain such as:
– How to integrate strong integrity, availability and privacy via cryptographic protocols despite wide decentralization?
– How to make decentralized systems scale up so that more participants can provide more capacity and value
to the entire network?
– How to co-design institutions, incentives, usability and governance in vast decentralized systems?
15
16

http://hackingdistributed.com/2016/06/18/analysis-of-the-dao-exploit/
https://p2pvalue.eu/wp-content/uploads/legacy/files/u28/D12_31July_TheoreticalFindingsA%20(1).pdf
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Social and Philosophical Perspectives on Decentralization

The technical work on decentralization, including properties such as integrity, availability and privacy need to be
complemented with an investigation of the socio-economic and political aspects of decentralization. Indeed, a
quick glance to the current debates on decentralized technologies show how their effectiveness, visibility and
sustainability over time are intimately entwined with issues of governance, management and cooperation not
as separate, “juxtaposed” phenomena, but as they are embedded in the architecture itself. The promise of
technical decentralization and the inscription of openness and end-to-end empowerment in Internet architecture
is still holding its own, with a variety of research projects and start-ups building on the Bitcoin blockchain17
or hoping to creating their own.18 The most ambitious attempt, Ethereum, was based on a “Turing-complete”
programming language for smart contracts called Solidity. Excited, small investors poured over 150 million USD
into an attempt to build a “Distributed Autonomous Organization” (DAO), a sort of stateless corporation that could
act as an investor-directed venture capital fund that would act on behalf of its investors to offer high integrity and
decentralization for its 11,000 investors. The integrity would be guaranteed by the open-source code of the
protocol, which would allow investors to have trust that the DAO was acting as designed to invest their funds in
a transparent manner.
There was a dangerous error in the code of Solidity, the language used by Ethereum that ran the DAO. In
effect, the DAO was constructed so that investors could split into a new DAO - a “child DAO” - after executing a
“smart” contract. This was due to the fact that while the DAO was a decentralized high availability ledger, a small
number of people known as “curators” centralized the ability for funding proposals to go to the DAO. Splitting a
DAO would allow investors to create a new DAO with potentially a new board of centralized curators. However,
this underlying vulnerability allowed a smart contract to execute and spawn a child DAO but before the funds
were withdrawn and balance updated. Thus, before funds could be put into the new child DAO, the smart contract
would propose yet another split. Thanks to Ethereum’s language for smart contracts being Turing-complete, this
split could be done recursively, and before each new child DAO was created the funds would be drained from
one DAO to another - infinitely, or at least until the money ran out - before the final balance was updated.19
This allowed a “Dark DAO” controlled by a malicious adversary to siphon off 50 million USD of the funds in the
DAO, crashing the price of Ether. In panic, the Ethereum developers proposed a “soft fork” that would exclude
the stolen funds from future transactions, as well as a “hard fork” that would simply roll back the transactions:
“Thus, politics - the discipline of collective management - reasserts itself as having primacy over human affairs”
as the coders would simply seize back control of their own decentralized system and impose arbitrary social
decisions.20 In this regard, the implicit centralization of power in the developers over what they advertised as a
perfect - due to its supposed absence of human interference - decentralized system like Ethereum was revealed.
The DAO hack gave proof of the social embedding of decentralized systems, and the necessity for any study
of decentralization to take on board the full social context seriously, from the values of the developers to the
motives of hackers and honest users.
Indeed, as we have argued elsewhere within the frame of the P2PValue project,21 it is appropriate to consider
the variety of levels at which (de-)centralization operates in a networked system – ranging from architecture to
governance, ownership and value redistribution - in order to comprehensively assess the benefits and downfalls
of decentralization for different types of systems [81]. Thus, as a necessary complement to the technical discussion, this section provides an overview of the literature that addresses network architecture and design, and
more specifically the dialogue between centralization and decentralization, from the perspective of social, information and economic sciences, in particular science and technology studies (STS). As Susan Leigh Star has
effectively put it, social sciences can and should contribute to “surface invisible work” [211] underlying networked
17

Blockstream being representative, having received 21 million USD in funding for side-chains off the Bitcoin blockchainhttps://

www.blockstream.com/
18
Such as Freecoin from the D-CENT EC Project: http://freecoin.ch/ that wanted to create a blockchain for the social good,
although it currently has little adoption among users.
19

http://hackingdistributed.com/2016/06/17/thoughts-on-the-dao-hack/
https://www.benthamsgaze.org/2016/06/17/smart-contracts-beyond-the-age-of-innocence/
21
https://p2pvalue.eu/
20
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practices, uses and exchanges - as an integral part of the “processes of constitution, organization, and change
of ... the network society” [47] (p. 693).
Within the larger body of literature that addresses the role of technology as a political and social tool, a small
subset of scholars working in social studies of technology have addressed the question of how particular forms of
distribution and decentralization (or their lack) in network architecture impact specific procedures, practices and
uses. As Barbara van Schewick has suggested, architectures should be understood as an “alternative way of
influencing economic systems” [234] (p. 3), indeed, the very fabric of user behavior and interaction. Most notably,
the status of every Internet user as a consumer, a sharer, a producer and possibly a manager of digital content
is informed by, and shapes in return, the technical structure and organization of the services (s)he has access
to: their mandatory passage points, places of storage and trade and required intersections. The architecture of
networking applications is here studied as a “relational property, not as a thing stripped of use” [214] (p. 113),
“as part of human organization, and as problematic as any other” [212] (p. 116). Such an approach provides
an added value to the study of those communities, groups and practices that, by leveraging socio-technical
dynamics of distribution, decentralization, collaboration and peer production, are currently questioning more
traditional or institutionalized models of content creation, search and sharing.

7.1

Social sciences and the integration of architectures and practices in qualitative methods

The architecture of a network or an application is its underlying technical structure [234], designed according to
a “matrix of concepts” [2]: its logical and structural layout, consisting of transmission equipment, communication
protocols, infrastructure and connectivity between its components or nodes. The choice of taking architectures,
artifacts transparent to end users by fiat of their creators, as the starting point - or at least as an important and
integral part - of a study of practices and uses of network media raises a number of challenges, as well as great
promise.
As Barbara van Schewick points out, the compartmentalization of disciplines may have led in the past to a
general understanding of architectures as artifacts that are “relevant only to engineers”, and as such, should
be exclusively left to their purview [234] (p. 2). However, in relation to network media, software, code and
cyberinfrastructure, studies have recently taken up the challenge of interdisciplinarity [95], drawing on past
endeavours in the field of the sociology of technology and science, exploring the social and political qualities of
infrastructures [211]. In addition, some authors experimenting at the intersection of computer science, sociology,
law and science & technology studies explore innovative methodological approaches to architectures, working
on the integration of architectures and practices in their analyses. These bodies of work will now be addressed
in some more detail.

7.2

Internet architecture, a cross-disciplinary research object

Literature in computer science and computer engineering has, perhaps quite obviously, paid a great deal of
attention to architectures of Internet-based applications and networks: their definition [201] [200], their technical advantages and disadvantages in a comparative perspective (e.g. client/server vs. peer-to-peer architectures [237] p. 11-16) and their application to specific projects serving a variety of uses [177] (p. 67-159);
these “purely” technical aspects of such systems are seldom addressed in relation to their societal, relational
and organizational properties [228] (p. 113-115). In some cases of highly publicized and debated applications as with some P2P systems - engineers have at times sought to present a technical perspective on the limits and
advantages of specific architectures within at-large political and public debates [13] [137] [136]. Other scholars,
interested in the metrology of networks, seek to model interactions by means of large-scale graphs, so as to
study patterns of information propagation, the robustness of networks and the forms of exchange and sharing
[3]. Their aim is to build measuring tools that are better adapted to the ever-increasing size and complexity
of networks and more able to face the increasing inadequacy of traditional statistical and sampling methods to
account for the magnitude of this scaling process [15].
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On the other hand, as of today, an important number of works in economic and social sciences have sought to
explore the practices of sharing, cooperation and interaction facilitated or enabled by online environments: as is
the case with many contributions exploring new forms of organization, contribution and collaboration, like social
networks [36] [45] or online communities [14], be they composed of fans [110], contributors to wiki projects [188],
or specialized professionals [146].
The body of work on the law of network technologies has been extensively addressed, around - again, perhaps
unsurprisingly - the dynamics of file-sharing practices by means of direct-exchange networking technologies, and
has focused the debate on the ways in which innovative networking practices may be assimilated, by analogy, to
mechanisms of remuneration and compensation similar to those in place for material, private copies (e.g. [97]).
As pointed out by Melanie Dulong de Rosnay [80], as of now, only a comparatively small number of works have
been devoted to the ways in which law can take into account the objects and sources of value (such as metadata
and personal data) produced by new technical configurations.
Some examples in recent literature open very interesting paths by undertaking the next step in the experimentation with interdisciplinarity. These authors, coming from a variety of different backgrounds, approach architectures in innovative ways by integrating the link between architectures and practices in their analyses.

7.3

Science and Technology Studies

Perhaps the most notable attempt in this direction is constituted by the work, carried out during the last fifteen
years by Susan Leigh Star and colleagues within the field of STS, on infrastructures as constantly evolving sociotechnical systems, informed not only by physical elements invisible to the end user, but also by factors such as
social organization and knowledge sharing [214] [173] [211] [212] [213]. Through her “call to study boring
things,” Star effectively conveys the idea that architectural design choices, technical specifications, standards
and number sequences are no less important to the study of information systems because they are “hidden
mechanisms subtending those processes more familiar to social scientists” [211]. As she writes in a seminal
article on the ethnography of infrastructure:
It takes some digging to unearth the dramas inherent in system design creating, to restore narrative to what
appears to be dead lists. ... Much of the ethnographic study of information systems implicitly involves the study
of infrastructure. Struggles with infrastructure are built into the very fabric of technical work ... However, it is
easy to stay within the traditional purview of field studies: talk, community, identity and group processes, as
now mediated by information technology. ... Study an information system and neglect its standards, wires and
settings, and you miss equally essential aspects of aesthetics, justice and change [211] (p. 337-339).
This “relational” approach brings about considerable changes in methods, as the scope of the fieldwork enlarges
to include arenas where the shapes of architecture and infrastructure are observed, deconstructed and reconstructed, and decisions are made about codes, standards, bricolages and reconfigurations [213] (p. 151-152),
where the scholar undertakes a combination of “historical and literary analysis, traditional tools like interviews
and observations, systems analysis and usability studies” [211] (p. 382).
Emergent bodies of work such as software studies, critical code studies and cyberinfrastructure studies [148] [95] [151] [191]
owe a lot to the STS approach, seeking, as Matt Kirschenbaum [127] puts it, to balance “the deployment of critical terms like ’virtuality’ ... [with] a commitment to meticulous documentary research to recover and stabilize
the material traces of new media”. The materiality of software, code and so-called virtual elements of the Internet user’s experience is reaffirmed, and the relationship between these layers (or “levels”, as defined by Mark
Marino) explored: Meaning grows out of the functioning of the code but is not limited to the literal processes the
code enacts. Through CCS, practitioners may critique the larger human and computer systems, from the level
of the computer to the level of the society in which these code objects circulate and exert influence [151].
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Quantitative sociology and information studies

On the side of computational and quantitative sociology, David Hales and colleagues have sought to explore
features of particular groupings that he calls “virtual tribes”, such as dynamic formation and dissolution overtime,
cooperation, specialization, reputation systems and occasional antagonist behavior; he considers that a thorough understanding of such phenomena is a necessary precondition for the construction of robust and resilient
software systems, both today and in the future [103] [104] [149].
Information studies scholar and Internet pioneer Philip Agre has, ahead of his time, explored the relationship
between technical architecture and institutions, notably the difference between “architecture as politics” and
“architecture as a substitute for politics” [2]. He argues that technologies “often come wrapped in stories about
politics”, and while these stories may not explain the motives of the technologists, they are indeed useful to
account for the energy that makes a technology an inherently social one, and projects it into the larger world
(p. 39). Defining architectures as the matrices of concepts (e.g. the distinction between clients and servers)
designed into technology, and institutions as the matrices of concepts that organize language, rules, job titles
and other social categories in particular societal sectors, Agre suggests that the engineering story of rationally
distributed computation and the political story of institutional change through decentralized architecture are not
naturally related. They reconfigure and evolve constantly, and for these reconfigurations and evolutions to share
a common direction, they need work:
Decentralized institutions do not imply decentralized architectures, or vice versa. The drive toward decentralized architectures need not serve the political purpose of decentralizing society. Architectures and institutions
inevitably co-evolve, and to the extent they can be designed, they should be designed together... Radically
improved information and communication technologies do open new possibilities for institutional change. To
explore those possibilities, though, technologists will need better ideas about institutions. [2]

7.5

Governance, Law and Policy Studies

At the crossroads of informatics, economics and law, Barbara van Schewick has recently put forward the idea that
the architecture of the Internet, and of the applications running on it, is relevant to economics. Her work seeks
to examine how changes, notably design choices, in the Internet’s architecture (that she defines operationally as
the “underlying technical structure” of the network of networks) affect the economic environment for innovation,
and evaluates the impact of these changes from the perspective of public policy [234] (p. 2). According to
van Schewick, this is a first step towards filling a gap in how scholarship understands innovators’ decisions to
innovate and the economic environment for innovation: after many years of research on innovation processes,
we understand how these are affected by changes in laws, norms and prices; yet, we lack a similar understanding
of how architecture and innovation impact each other (p. 2-3). Perhaps, van Schewick suggests, this is due to
the intrinsic appeal of architectures as purely technical systems:
Just as the architecture of a house describes its basic inner structure, the architecture of a complex system
describes the basic inner structure of the system - its components, what they do, and how they interact to
provide the system’s functionality. That such a technical structure may have economic consequences at all is
a relatively recent insight. Most people still think of architectures as technical artifacts that are relevant only
to engineers. Thus, understanding how the Internet’s architecture affects innovation requires us to think more
generally about how architectures affect innovation. [234] (p. 4).
Traditionally, she concludes, policy makers have used the law to bring about desired economic effects. Architecture de facto constitutes an alternative way of influencing economic systems, and as such, it is becoming
another tool that actors can use to further their interests (p. 389).
Along the same lines, within a large-scale project investigating how the corpus of Requests for Comments
(RFCs) of the Internet Engineering Task Force provides indications on the ways in which the Internet’s technical
designers understood and engaged with law and policy issues, Sandra Braman has recently [37] explored how
the core problem in the Internet’s technical design was to build structures that not only tolerated, but actually
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facilitated change in ways not envisaged by its initial developers. By addressing the ways in which change and
stability themselves were conceptualized by Internet designers, Braman argues that undertaking research on
architectural “design for instability “ as applied to the Internet provides insight not only into the Internet itself, but
into its social, legal and technical relations with other information and communication technologies (ICTs).
Drawing on pioneering works such as those of Yochai Benkler on sharing as a paradigm of economic production
in its own right [25] and of Lawrence Lessig on “code as law” [140], the relationship between architecture and
law is further explored by Niva Elkin-Koren [84] [85]; a common trait of her works is its underlying perspective
on architecture as a dynamic parameter, and she treats it as such while studying the reciprocal influences of law
and technology design in information and communication systems. Elkin-Koren argues that the interrelationship
between law and technology often focuses on one single aspect, the challenges that emerging technologies
pose to the existing legal regime, thereby creating a need for further legal reform; thus, she notes how juridical
measures involving technology both as a target of regulation and as a means of enforcement should take into
account that the law does not merely respond to new technologies, but also shapes them and may affect their
design [85].

7.6

Social science and Decentralized architectures

The Internet’s current trajectories of innovation are making it increasingly evident by the day: the evolutions
(and in-volutions) of the “network of networks”, and at a broader level of electronic communications, are likely
to depend in the medium-to-long term on the topology and the organizational/technical model of Internet-based
applications, as well as on the infrastructure underlying them [4].
The development of services based on distributed architectures is currently affirming itself as one of the Internet’s
most important axes of transformation. The concept of distribution is somehow shaped and inscribed into the
very beginnings of the Internet - notably in the organization and circulation of information fluxes - but its current
topology integrates this structuring principle only in very limited ways [177]. The limits of the “classic” urbanism
of the Internet, which has been predominant since the beginning of its commercial era and its appropriation
by the masses, are becoming evident with regards to phenomena such as the widespread success of social
media [197]. While Internet users have become, at least potentially, not only consumers but also distributors,
sharers and producers of digital content, the network of networks is structured in such a way that large quantities
of data are centralized and compressed within specific regions of the Internet, and at the same time are most
suited to a rapid re-diffusion and re-sharing in multiple locations of a network that has now reached its full
globalization.
The current organization of Internet-based services and the structure of the network that enables their functioning, with its mandatory passage points, places of storage and trade, and required intersections, raises many
questions, both in terms of the optimized utilization of storage resources, and of the fluidity, rapidity and effectiveness of electronic exchanges. Other interrogations, on the security of exchanges and on the stability of the
network, must also be added to these issues: a series of malfunctions and breakdowns with important consequences at the global level draw our attention to questions of security and data protection, inherent to the
Internet’s current structure.
These questions impact largely the balance of powers between users and network providers, and reach questions of net neutrality. To what extent can network providers interfere with specific uses? Can the network be
optimized for specific uses? As Barbara van Schewick points out, by enabling users to use the Internet in the
way that creates the most value for them, changes in architecture are not only likely to impact the value of the
Internet for users, but also to increase the Internet’s overall value to society:
But the social value of architectures ... goes beyond that. The Internet has the potential to enhance individual freedom, provide a platform for better democratic participation, foster a more critical and self-reïňĆective
culture, and potentially improve human development everywhere. The Internet’s ability to realize this potential,
however, is tightly linked to features: User choice, non-discrimination, non-optimization [234] (p. 387), that may
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be achieved in different ways by designing its underlying architecture in different ways. Resorting to decentralized architectures and distributed organizational forms, then, constitutes a different way to address some issues
of management of the network, in a perspective of effectiveness, security and digital “sustainable development”
(better resource management), and of maximization of its value to society. This idea is further explored by Michel
Bauwens [21] who, proposing a vision of the P2P model that is based on but goes beyond computer technology,
puts forward a P2P theory as a “general theory” of collaborative and direct human interaction, an emerging,
pervasive and inherently social phenomenon that may be profoundly transforming the way in which society and
human civilization is organised.

7.7

Architecture as politics, architecture as a substitute for politics?

Social scientists should watch out for the traps that an architectural model with strong a priori connotations of
equality and decentralization may set up. As noted by Philip Agre in the case of P2P, it is particularly easy to
juxtapose architecture to the stories of institutions, individuals and groups, assuming that one determines the
other - but this may lead to a misleading shortcut:
In the case of P2P technologies, the official engineering story is that computational effort should be distributed
to reflect the structure of the problem. But the engineering story does not explain the strong feelings P2P computing often evokes. The strong feelings derive from a political story, often heatedly disavowed by technologists
but widespread in the culture: P2P delivers on the Internet’s promise of decentralization. By minimizing the
role of centralized computing elements, the story goes, P2P systems will be immune to censorship, monopoly,
regulation, and other exercises of centralized authority. This juxtaposition of engineering and politics is common
enough, and for an obvious reason: engineered artifacts such as the Internet are embedded in society in complicated ways ... the case of P2P computing (is good) to analyze the relationship between engineering and politics
- or, as I want to say, between architectures and institutions... The P2P movement understands that architecture
is politics, but it should not assume that architecture is a substitute for politics [2] (p. 39-42).
Decentralized socio-technical systems may be better analyzed and understood with an approach that addresses,
studies and explores architecture as the very fabric of those interactions and examines how these shape, in
return, subsequent negotiations and redesigns of the system. Scholars interested in networking technologies
of communication and exchange need to “learn to read these invisible layers of control and access. In order
to understand how this operates, however, it is necessary to ‘deconstruct’ the boring, backstage parts ... to
disembed the narratives it contains and the behind-the-scenes decisions ... as part of material information
science culture” [211] (p. 110).
A social science-informed gaze placed upon architectures allows to delve into the dynamics of articulation between local and global dimensions in a distributed application; of sharing of disk space and bandwidth as the
cornerstone of a socio-economic model; of deployment of technical uncertainty and social opportunity at the
“edges” of the network, where under-utilized resources, both human and material, can be leveraged.

7.8

Towards the case studies on decentralized software

Thus, the elaboration of ethnographic and social scientific case studies on decentralized messaging applications entails a plural approach, that follows on one hand the innovators, trying to identify their strategies in the
construction of the technologies, as well as their valors, cultures and imaginaires of reference, and on the other
hand, the role played, where possible, by the first users of the systems. The objective is threefold: retracing
and breaking down, in developers’ and users’ narratives, the actions and dynamics that represent at once the
technology and the changes it purports; following, by means of onsite and online ethnography, how innovators manage the economic, political and social “relapses” of technical changes and development processes;
tracing how discussions and controversies that take place on technical forums between developers and users,
and among users themselves, progressively shape directions of mobilization for and by means of decentralized
applications.
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For all these reasons, it proves useful to avoid considering “decentralized messaging” as a pre-defined object.
Adopting a pragmatic approach, the starting point for the fieldwork becomes the observation that, in the ICTs
domain, there currently exist a variety of research projects and applications that, in different manners and for
different purposes, take up with “decentralized messaging”, that is defined in a transversal way as a distributed,
private, social and user-centered alternative. A name and four adjectives that become the entry point into the
fieldwork, which to observes the (re)configurations and (re)compositions in the hands of the actors and the
shaping of the systems.

7.9

A real-time sociology of innovation

An empirical inquiry carried out by means of this approach helps identify “live”, and in a manner transversal to
the different cases, uses and technologies “in the making” [40] [41]. At the same time we are trying to obtain a
common vision of the directions of appropriation of decentralized messaging technologies. What we have called
a “real-time sociology of innovation” [167] proves a viable method to apprehend variable, multi-dimensional
situations, and attempts to draw some conclusions on their possible developments and applications. At the
same time, there is a need to address the more ideological and utopian dimension of these “alternatives” - that
which speaks of an Internet ideal of decentralization and autonomy - that are taken as a subject of inquiry, to try
and show how it leads to ways of doing things, explains choices and validates assumptions. Along these lines,
and once again following an STS-based tradition, the observation of transformations, passages, negotiations,
modifications of objects, and of the moments where these are put on “trial” beyond the scheduled phases of
development, are of special importance.
A particularly stimulating aspect of this approach is the consideration of how techno-legal forms take shape, in
the pursuit of three objectives. Firstly, in order to successfully define the “legality” of such services, strictly linked
to their constantly evolving architecture that is often only partially accounted for in written juridical documents.
Secondly, to try and rise above a conception of the relationship between law and technology that all too often
focuses on one aspect: the fact that emerging technologies pose challenges to existing legal regimes, creating
a need for reform of these regimes. Thirdly, so that the objects and the resources enabling decentralized and
private messaging may be understood as instruments of definition and of protection of the rights of users of
Internet-based services.
In short, the acknowledgment of the importance of architectures calls for a process of methodological readjustment. It implies delving as much as possible into the technical functioning, especially encryption, and takes it
as a core feature (even if not necessarily the cause) of the types of exchanges that bake place within a service,
of their effectiveness and of their directness. It implies addressing the total or partial removal of technical “intermediaries” [85], as a structuring dynamic in new-generation participative instruments. It means understanding
where in the “fringes and materialities of infrastructures” [212] a password is stored, a file is indexed and encrypted, a download starts and ends, so as to understand how new dynamics for the protection of personal
liberties and rights are taking hold - or are endangered. In short, learning to read the “invisible layers” of decentralized messaging applications is as much a challenge as it is an opportunity to explore collaborative practices
carried out in, on and through them, and to observe how these practices inform the architecture in return, the
sharing of resources it entails and its medium- and long-term socio-technical sustainability.
However, in a connected world where more applications than ever want to use the network, send packets and
consume bandwidth - thereby placing new strains and tensions on the Internet’s architecture - social scientists
need to accept the challenge just as much as the technical people who are working on the future topology of
the “network of networks”. It is, likely, one of the most promising ways to shed new light on dynamics of content
creation, sharing, publishing and management that are shaping, and being shaped by, the future Internet - one
of the best ways to contribute to its future sustainability.
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Open Questions for the Sociology of Decentralization

Our goal in NEXTLEAP of “caring about the plumbing” means “[f]inding the invisible work ... in the traces left
behind by coders, designers, and users of systems” [211]; the inclusion of the lower layers in the analysis means
doing a sociology of networks that is not afraid of its subject of study. A consequence of this approach is
a specific attention to an aspect of networks that is not only very discreet, but even invisible to the eyes of the
users: their architecture. Of course, social scientists should remain social scientists: this interest in architectures
derives from the hypothesis that particular forms of distribution call for specific procedures, particular uses and
peculiar “user portraits”. In doing so, one is able to flesh out how some attributes of technology, of which users
often lack a direct knowledge or awareness, are bound to fully influence and inform issues that are often crucial
for uses and practices, such as the treatment and physical location of data, the management of computing
resources, the shape and results of queries to search engines. The shaping of links, nodes, mandatory transit
points, information propagation protocols - in a word, the architecture - can tell social scientists many things
about the socio-political specificities and promises of decentralized messaging applications, the challenges they
face and the opportunities they may present for the medium-term evolution of the Internet model.
– How does the development of decentralized and/or encrypted messaging systems unfold, and to what extent
are users active part of this development? What kinds of users are they – Power users, tech-savvy users,
activist users – or is there more?
– What are the motivations and incentives of different user communities to participate in decentralized and/or
encrypted messaging systems?
– How does decentralization unfold at different levels of the systems, and how do these different levels of
decentralization (technical, social, political) influence one another?

7.11

The Philosophy of Decentralization

The socio-technical science of decentralization so far rests upon a cluster of terminology: Decentralization,
network, node, peer, adversary, trust, and so on. Without defining these terms as done in Section 9, no new
internet science could be created. While we find the entire theoretical edifice of decentralization is constructed
on terms with seemingly “common sense” meanings, in reality there is much terminological confusion, which
if left unchecked would lead to scientific confusion. For example, Baran in his original internet network routing
design used the term “decentralized” to mean what has been earlier called by ourselves “federated,” and Baran
defined “distributed” to mean what we call “peer-to-peer” [18]. The security and privacy properties are phrased
in terms of words such as “adversary” and “trust,” whose ultimate definition is often in the context of particular
social situations embedded within a historical contexts.
In order to create a new science of decentralization, we must ground this new kind of internet science in a
philosophy of decentralization that reveals and clarifies the conceptual constellation that lies behind the use of
this socio-technical vocabulary. As put by Marcuse, “exactness and clarity in philosophy cannot be attained within
the universe of ordinary discourse” (p. 184) as philosophy must maintain an ultimately critical - and political perspective that rather than taking everyday “concepts” as what they are, but returns to “the qualitative difference
between that which things really are and that which they are made to be” (p. 188), a sensibility that would also
appeal to many programmers [150]. So the ultimate fusion of the social and the technical concepts must then
by necessity happen on the level of philosophy. Philosophy can fuse the conceptual structures of the disparate
interdisciplinary vocabulary into a new whole that not only grounds a theory of decentralization and does justice
to existing systems, but can open up new kinds of spaces of design to empower different needs that go outside
the needs imposed by centralized services such as Gmail and Facebook.
As physics originally began as a branch of philosophy in the time of Aristotle that prepared one for the “first
science” of ontology, at the dawn of the digital age internet science must return to ontology in order to grasp
the technical changes wrought by the Internet on our technological, social, and even biological structures. The
point of philosophy is that, due to our own epistemological limits, the ontological structures of “what are” can
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be hidden and need delicate philosophical work to uncover and so become generative of new concepts again.
Although the vocabulary in Section 9 is our agreed upon starting point for a conversation, the nature of these
concepts will be transformed as the interdisciplinary work of the NEXTLEAP project around decentralization
continues.22 This should be expected, as our current understanding of most disciplinary terms comes from
before the widespread ubiquity of the Internet, if not the early stages of the Internet and the digital era. What
has been termed “philosophical engineering” acknowledges that engineers are now bringing via their creation of
Internet protocols into concrete and material being new kinds of ontologies that are radically different from the
ontologies of the pre-Internet era [107]. So a new kind of philosophical practice that takes technical invention
as a “first-class citizen” is needed in order to make explicit the social and ethical commitments in “value-bydesign,” but goes deeper into the metaphysical and ontological ruptures that are creating entire ways of being
and thinking in the Internet era.
Decentralized systems also hold implicit the promise of a new kind of intelligence that combines human intelligence with technical devices: Collective intelligence is central to our being in the Internet era. As put by Andy
Clark, there is no reason for us not to give “cognitive credit” to artifacts in the world if they are necessary for us
to accomplish certain kinds of cognitive tasks: The classic example being a person with severe memory loss
being dependent on their notebook to find their way around[56]. Today, this situation is common-place, but not
only for those with severe memory loss; increasingly, all of us are becoming dependent on Google Maps and our
smartphone to find our way around the world [105]. Although this dependency may be viewed as dangerous, it
seems that it has long been part of human history to essentially co-evolve with our techniques [216], and that
this co-evolution now takes a fundamentally cognitive character. What is not understood well is what new kinds
of Internet-enabled technically-embedded capabilities - including on the social and economic level as explored
by Amartya Sen [202] - mean on the collective level of society, especially given the rise in digital social innovation
where the Internet allows the “scaling” of these capabilities due to increasingly universal access to information
and low-latency global communication [106]. Collective intelligence is how we extend our cognition not just via
our devices, but via each other.
One hope, engendered by pioneers of Engelbart but woefully under-theorized, is that these new kinds of capabilities would finally allow the solution of global problems that escaped even the most intelligent of individuals:
“By augmenting human intellect we mean increasing the capability of a man to approach a complex problem
situation, to gain comprehension to suit his particular needs, and to derive solutions to problems. Man’s population and gross product are increasing at a considerable rate, but the complexity of his problems grows still faster,
and the urgency with which solutions must be found becomes steadily greater in response to the increased rate
of activity and the increasingly global nature of that activity”[87]. The kinds of global problems we face today,
ranging from the financial crisis of value to the ecological crisis of climate change, may require new kinds of
thinking and analysis that require Internet-driven collective intelligence on a global scale. As noted by Deleuze,
although we have always thought with milieus and via assemblages of objects (such as a traditional philosopher writing with pencil on paper after having read related literature in the form of books), collective intelligence
form new kinds of techno-social assemblages with new capabilities that are inherently autopoeitic with regards
to their technical milieu; in other words, a collective intelligence that is embedded in the environment that is
self-sustaining in terms of its organization due to low-latency communication [153].
Collective intelligence is profoundly different than externally and centrally-directed crowd-sourcing, as collective
intelligence is decentralized (and so has multiple sources of authority) insofar as a collective intelligence is
composed of autonomous individuals that collectively agree to set their own collective goal and so be able to
solve certain new kinds of problems that the component individuals could not solve before. One example is
the Polymath project: hundreds of professional and amateur mathematicians collaborated using the Internet to
create genuinely novel mathematical proofs; so exploring logical pathways beyond the cognitive resources of
any lone mathematician [60]. In order to engineer this new kind of collective intelligence and autopoeitic selforganization that makes the “whole greater than the sum of the parts,” there needs to be trust between all the
humans involved in the collectively intelligence as well as trust in the underlying Internet-driven architecture.
22
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In a healthy society, humans are not actually born as individuals with their own autonomy of thought, but go
through a process of individuation where they mature and develop their own thought through the family, wider
social structures such as education, and their relationship with technology [115]. This is also a social process
where the individuation of one individual is linked to the individuation of another and their collective techno-social
environment.23 There is increased evidence that the effect of the Internet on individuation has even neural effects
on our cognitive capabilities, such as attention and language use [46]. It has even been theorized by Stiegler
that the very foundations of our metaphysics that allow our ontological and epistemological grasp of the world the Kantian a priori that exist before any concepts - are essentially conditioned by technology [217]. Given that
technology co-evolves across the biological, cognitive, and social levels of human individuation, Stiegler calls for
a new kind of “digital studies” to understand how all sorts of technical extensions of man, from McLuhan-esque
extensions of perception to extended minds, can be studied holistically via philosophy [218].
The danger of censorship and surveillance is that they turn the emergent collective intelligence of the Internet
against the very humans that constitute it, destroying the trust we have in our new cognitive infrastructure.
Insofar as we are dependent on the Internet for our capabilities this is both the most intimate of violations and
most destructive, as our own “extended mind” can be turned against us, with our exteriorized memories in terms
of messages, photos, social media, and website visits weaponized against us by unseen agents for purposes
that may not be our own. In this regard, the “adversary” of cryptography and secure systems thinking is real.
Many adversaries are inherently local, such as the Egyptian government’s local but extreme “internet shutdown”
in 2011 in order to stop the Tahrir revolution. The Snowden revelations also revealed that the NSA was indeed
a global adversary, capable of capturing huge amounts of internet traffic and then using that signals intelligence
to maintain the geo-political power of the United States government. There is thus the danger that humanity,
due to our dependence on the Internet, falls under the centralized authority of the most powerful agencies of
surveillance. If the Internet is turned into a method of control, either via behavioral advertising or more nefarious
geopolitical behavioral manipulation, then we have entered into what Deleuze terms the “society of control”
where “individuals have become ‘dividuals,’ and masses, samples, data, markets, or banks” as part of a larger
collective intelligence whose purpose is no longer the realization of free individuals but “the progressive and
dispersed installation of a new system of domination,” a process we are seeing at the present moment in the
“the crisis of the institutions” ranging from representative democracy to the United Nations Charter of Human
Rights [71]. Decentralization may be our best answer to this threat. What is at stake in the NEXTLEAP project
is that new decentralized architectures can give us access to capabilities based on trust that cannot be hijacked
by a malicious adversary, and so combat this emergent data-driven society of control.
Snowden himself pointed to the answer in dialogue with Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the Web: “We need to
encode our vales not just in writing but in the structure of the Internet, and it’s something that I invite everyone
around the world to join and participate in.”24 Values are inherently built, either by accident or intentionally,
into technological protocols. Take for example the value of episteomological equality embedded in network
neutrality: Of course it is not true that everyone knows the same things, but that with unfiltered access to
the Internet, everyone should at least have the possibility of accessing the same knowledge when they need
it [147]. Although the relationships between values, protocols, and concepts is still in formation, it is clear
that by embedding fundamental - and possibly new kinds of - rights into the protocols of the Internet that the
capabilities that the Internet provides can be guaranteed for future generations. If these protocols are designed
in a decentralized, privacy-enhanced, and secure manner, then these rights should apply universally regardless
of the particular repression of certain nation-states and other centralized actors.
Decentralization based on rights would revive the Enlightenment in a form suitable for the digital era, a new
kind of “Digital Enlightenment” that preserves trust in the underlying Internet infrastructure for both the defeat
of ignorance via access to knowledge and the expansion of autonomy via decentralized infrastructure. In this
manner, radical complexity - the negentropy characteristic of life itself - can be empowered on the Internet.
By virtue of creating these protocols to support decentralization, we can escape the dangers of a universal
23
24

Taking from Simondon, Stiegler calls this process collective transindividuation [115]
As stated by Snowden during his TED talk: http://www.ted.com/talks/edward_snowden_here_s_how_we_take_back_the_
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form of Western reason embedded in a centralized “Silicon Valley” monoculture, but instead promote a radically
heterogeneous diversity of collective intelligences with radically different (and non-Western) epistemologies,
ontologies, and metaphysics that co-exist globally.

7.12

Open Philosophical Questions for Decentralization

There is still very much work to be done in order to unite the socio-technical work of NEXTLEAP with wider
philosophical discourse in order to formulate a science of decentralization. In this regard, this work will continue
throughout the lifetime of the project, taking shape both internally via the production of a book-length work
to investigate these themes, as well as in dialogue with larger society across Europe and beyond in order to
formulate a new kind of material constitution that can be embedded on the level of protocols. This will require an
in-depth exploration of the assumptions of the fields of distributed systems, cryptography, mechanism design,
sociology, STS, and other fields, all the time while putting forward the new cognitively-extended and technicallyembedded individual as having rights that must be designed into the protocols themselves in order to maintain
epistemic equality, political autonomy, and collective intelligence. In this regard, the below questions that should
be posed in the course of the design by NEXTLEAP of new protocols:
– What are the new forms of collective intelligence that are engendered by decentralized systems, and how do
these rely on assumptions of trust as embedded both in the technical design and social frameworks?
– How do technical systems produce new kinds of individuals, from a biological (neural) level to a social level,
and how can these individuals have new kinds of rights over their technically-embedded capacities, and does
decentralization help enforce these rights?
– How can decentralized systems preserve and increase both autonomy and knowledge from the scale of
individuals to new kinds of global collective intelligence, while preventing mass surveillance from hijacking
new forms of collective intelligence and using them to destroy the autonomy of individuals and groups?
There is reason to be hopeful. Beyond NEXTLEAP, the larger research community around cryptography, shocked
by the Snowden revelations, has also been mobilizing its resources to take the problems of real users and
surveillance seriously in their protocol design. Recently, the prominent cryptographer Philip Rogaway put forward
a manifesto in which he put forward the task of realizing a cryptographic commons based on “popular services in
a secure, distributed, and decentralized way, powered by free software and free/open hardware. We need to build
systems beyond the reach of super-sized companies and spy agencies”[193]. By mobilizing the intellectual and
critical resources of philosophy that can point to different futures outside of the current landscape of centralized
services, we can help build not only a new philosophy of the Internet but a new social movement that demands
such a decentralized cryptographic commons as essential to their fundamental rights in the digital era.

8

Conclusions

As has been shown, the interdisciplinary study of decentralization is still a largely unknown field. Although a
more distributed Internet was shown by the Oxford Internet Institute as one of the possible future scenarios of
the Internet (as exemplified by trends ranging from peer-to-peer systems to e-democracy), it currently appears
that the future of the Internet is more towards “Big Brother.” 25 , as shown in Figure 6.26 While Web Science
hopes to understand the “macro-level” effects of changes in “micro-level” protocols[27], the Web itself is rapidly
centralizing between a few Cloud-based platforms such as Facebook, Apple, and Google. However, the future is
unwritten: With the rise of Bitcoin and Tor (often misunderstood as the“Dark Web”), there is a clear popular interest in a decentralized alternative, and the number of grass-roots programmers working to create decentralized
systems is growing rapidly. Although Internet Science has drawn on network science to understand networks
25

See the Oxford Internet Institute Study: “Towards a Future Internet: Interrelations between Technological, Social and Economic
aspects “ at http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/fire/docs/tafi-final-report_en.pdf.
26
The picture is from http://www.slideshare.net/TechSoupEurope/fabrizio-sestini-collective-awareness-platforms
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Figure 6: Future Scenarios for the development of the Internet
and completed various analyses of important technical issues ranging from net neutrality to the commons, there
needs to be clear principles in order to both understand how decentralization powered the rise of the Internet
and to create a more decentralized Internet in the future [229].
Yet the principles behind these decentralized systems are far from a science and we are currently not able to
make most projects scale to offer genuine alternatives to centralized and privacy-invasive services. Furthermore,
the current examples of decentralized systems suffer from their own faults. For example, Bitcoin maintains a
high-integrity distributed ledger via mining, but at the cost of the privacy of all its users: The record of Bitcoin
transactions is far more complete than the records of any bank, and so opens itself up to disturbing possibilities
for new kinds of totalitarianism, such as a centrally-surveilled “social credit system” to replace cash under the
pretense of eliminating illegal money laundering.27 . Also, the mining process itself wastes electrical cycles28 and
transactions are far too inefficient to be used to replace current centrally-banked credit cards [64]. Likewise, Tor
is the best privacy-enhancing technology available, but it does lead to performance costs. Also, as Tor maintains
a list of all entry and exit nodes, it is increasingly possible to censor Tor in repressive environments. Lastly, due
to the use of onion-routing in order to provide low latency web traffic, Tor does not offer perfect protection against
a powerful global passive adversary, such as the NSA, that can monitor Tor entry and exit nodes [72].
There is much work to be done in designing practical systems, but our study showed that there is a vast space
of possible decentralized systems, and only a few possible parts of the design space have been explored. With
an understanding of distributed systems engineering, cryptographic protocols, and social science, one should
be able to build a new generation of decentralized systems that maintains high privacy, availability, and integrity
simultaneously. The key to building this new kind of science of decentralization is to understand the actual use
of the systems, by investigating both their developers and users via techniques from social science and STS.
By understanding the human needs, incentives, and values, we can help make sure that valuable resources in
terms of technology are not wasted endlessly on academic systems, but can move forward the state of the art
27

This system is already under development in China: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Credit_System
Although currently not as many as one would think, as the cost of Bitcoin mining is currently estimated to be less than a single
coal-burning power-plant: https://bitcoinschool.gr/slides/session4.pdf
28
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so that we can build decentralized systems that solve real problems for the social good. As explored by Stiegler,
given that more and more of our memory and even cognition is now deeply intertwined with the Internet, what
is at stake in decentralization is far more than the future of the Internet, but also the fate of how we conceive of
ourselves as humans, with rights and responsibilities, towards both ourselves and the larger social fabric.
Although based on the Internet, the science of decentralization could come “down to earth” to have vast impact
outside of the Internet in helping decentralize all manner of existing centralized infrastructures from the electricity
grid to government institutions. The essential problems of incentives for co-operation, dealing with adversarial
behavior, and maintaining functionality in periods of crisis are all crucial not just for the Internet, but for wider
collective self-organization. Although we have yet to uncover the general principles of decentralization and
answers to the questioned outlined so far, decentralizing the Internet may be the first, but far from the last step.

9

Interdisciplinary Vocabulary

This interdisciplinary vocabulary is just the “starting point” for the research, a “common baseline” that lets researchers from different disciplines understand each other in order to create a unified Internet Science of decentralization. As we continue the NEXTLEAP project, we expect to change our shared understanding of the
voabulary terms, and a common up-to-date version will be kept online29 for further development.
access control A security control ensuring that only authorised parties may perform actions, such as reading
or writing resources.
accountability The property by which a misbehaving entity may be detected, and held to account or punished
for its actions.
active disruption An attack that involves actively injecting malformed or other malicious information to violate
the security properties of a system.
adversarial behaviour Behaviour, either active or passive, that aims to violate the security properties of the
system.
adversary An entity that aims to violate the security properties or interrupt the operation of the system.
analog A system that processes input signals as continuously variable quantities.
anonymity The property by which an entity or action cannot be linked to a long-term name or identifier.
anonymous channel A channel that ensures the sender or receiver of messages, or the initiator or server of
the communication remains anonymous.
anonymous messaging A messaging system that offers senders or receivers of messages anonymity.
anonymous publishing A system allowing publishers of resources to remain anonymous, or readers of such
material to remain anonymous.
application lifecycle The full set of activities from design through to development, testing, deployment, configuration, maintenance and decommissioning of software.
application platform A software system offering facilities for writing higher level application software. For
example, an operating system, a browser or a generic web-server.
architecture The manner in which different software design elements are combined and connected to engineer
a larger system.
attack An activity that aims to violate the security properties or availability of a system.
attack surface All the components that the adversary may access and influence, that could lead to successfully
attacking the system.
auditor An entity that reviews the actions of another entity to ensure it has performed its operations correctly.
autopoiesis A system that maintains its own structure (Maturana).
authority An entity that may take actions independently of, and un-coerced by, other entities.
availability A security property that ensures the system can provide functionality despite the actions of an
adversary.
29

https://github.com/nextleap-project/nextleap/wiki/SharedVocabulary
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backbone The part of the wide-area network that connects disparate networks to provide long range communications.
blacklist The activity of registering misbehaving identities and ensuring they are barred from using the system
in the future.
blockchain A high-integrity append-only datastructure on which Bitcoin is based.
broadcast Sending of a message to all other parties in the network.
byzantine fault tolerance The ability of a distributed system to maintain consistency despite adversarial entities.
capabilities the potential for a being to act in the world. Also called "capacities" or "affordances."
censorship resistance The security property that guarantees that material may be published and accessed
despite the actions of an adversary, behaving as a censor, attempting to block or alter it.
central clock A common reference for time or ordering that may assist in building consistent distributed systems.
centralised A system that relies on a single authority or single component to offer its properties.
centralised directory A central service offering a list and mapping between names and their properties, such
as addresses and keys.
certificate authority A trusted entity that certifies the mapping between names and public keys, in the form of
a certificate, to facilitate authentic secure communications.
churn The phenomenon in decentralized networks by which nodes constantly come on- and off-line.
circumvention mechanism A security mechanism allowing communication across attempts to block it, for
example by a national firewall.
claim A signed statement by an authority attesting that an entity has an attribute.
client The software agent used by a user.
client-server architecture The common Internet service architecture by which a user client connects to a
service provider.
cloud computing A distributed, but not decentralized, service architecture based on running Internet services
in large data centers.
code The language in which software is written.
coercion An attack by which an adversary forces an otherwise honest party to collude into violating some
security assumption.
cognition A process that refers to memory, language, or attention
collective intelligence The intelligence exhibited by a system composed of multiple distinct entities, where the
system is autopoietic. (Halpin)
command and control The mechanism by which a system or network is controlled, usually centrally.
component failure A single technical component or entity behaving arbitrarily, but usually not maliciously.
compromised An entity that is entirely under the observation and control of the adversary.
confidentiality The family of security properties relating to keeping information secret from adversaries.
cooperation Every entity is expected to follow the same rules in the system depending on its roles. In the early
internet this was feasible since anyone working on the Internet shared the same motivation: to maximize
efficiency and optimize the system technologically to build a reliable, efficient, and powerful network, although
it may not be the case today or in the future.
cooperative An entity that takes actions that benefit the system as a whole, as opposed to operating in a selfish
manner.
corrupt insider An entity with some legitimate authority within the system, that is under the control of the
adversary.
cover traffic Network traffic that is used as part of a security mechanism to obscure the meta-data of genuine
traffic.
covertness The security property involving obscuring that a user’s actions are taking place.
CPU cycle The unit of computation on modern central processing units.
cryptographic proof A piece of information generated by a prover to convince a verifier of a statement.
cryptographic protocol A directive for a sequence of messages exchanged by two or more parties that are
part of a cryptographic protection mechanism achieving specific security properties.
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cryptography The mathematical discipline dealing with building techniques that protect secrecy and integrity.
darknet An overlay network that is somehow hidden from view and can be accessed using specialized software.
In some social and popular parlance, this is confused with any "illegal" activity on the Internet, although the
activity on darknets may be legal
data collection The set of operations that data is subject to in a system, including the visibility of the data for
each user. See "privacy." In Europe, enforced by Data Protection rules.
decentralized A distributed system involving multiple entities with separate authorities. This kind of architecture may not only apply to technical systems but an entire class of phenomena ranging from the biological
to the social systems, and how they are intertwined with technical architectures, including issues of governance, management, cooperation, not as separate, juxtaposed phenomena, but as they are embedded in the
architecture itself.
denial-of-service An attack that attempts to degrade the availability properties of a system.
deployments The actual use of a software system by users, as compared to its specification, design or engineering.
dev-ops The discipline that combines the development of software with aspects of its operation such as deployment, configuration management and monitoring.
device independence The property of a service that allows its users to seamlessly use it from multiple different
and new devices.
digital A system that processes digital signals generated by digital modulation. Electronic devices such as
computers and mobile phones are digital systems.
digital studies The study of the digital in the widest sense, not just with a focus on the humanities as in "digital
humanities."
differential privacy A security property of the system ensuring that decisions and information are not overly
dependent on single user records, therefore protecting their privacy.
distributed A property of a technical system by which multiple hardware elements are combined through networking to build a larger system.
distributed hash table A peer-to-peer system that assigns peers fixed addressing identifiers in such a way that
efficient routing is achieved.
distributed ledger A distributed system that provides a high-integrity ledger.
diversity A feature of a network containing elements with different capabilities.
ecological diversity A security mechanism using different software and hardware components to reduce correlated failures.
efficiency The effective use of resources towards achieving an engineering goal, without waste.
encrypted flow A bidirectional sequence of messages protected through cryptographic techniques.
encryption A cryptographic security mechanism that achieves confidentiality.
end-point The receiver of a message or a sender. Often neglected in security models, it may be the user’s
client or computer.
energy efficient A system that can operate under strict energy constraints.
entity A discrete part of a system that can be functionally separated.
entropy A measurement of randomeness. A system that is completely random has maximum entropy. Necessary for key generation in terms of encryption.
ephemeral key A cryptographic key that is only used for a short window of time, and securely deleted afterwards.
epistemology The study of what can be known. This is usually consider smaller than what exists, i.e. ontology.
everyday engineering Underlines the need to understand “how things are done” in daily engineering practice:
the negotiation work and organizational politics subtending engineering, i.e. how the creation process by
engineers exists in close relation to the social, and how design decisions are more often than not based, in
addition to technical data, on other dynamics (Dominique Vinck)
extended mind The theory that cognition can be extended into the world and outside the barriers of an individual
like the brain or skin. (Andy Clark)
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federated A system that is composed of interconnected providers serving users.
fork A split in a software project or other common infrastructure, often led by a fork in the community itself.
freshness A property of keys or nonces, which ensures that they have not been replayed from past information.
global passive adversary An adversary that may observe all messages in the network.
gossip A routing protocol by which messages are passed on to neighbouring nodes without any directed routing.
governance The set of decision-making processes, the ensemble of procedures that frame the choices subtending the organizational design of systems, including technical, legal and value-sharing choices. This
includes how governance of the system is created/maintained and how the system copes with crisis.
group key agreement A cryptographic protocol that leads participants to sharing a secret key.
group secure communications A cryptographic protocol that allows participants to exchange protected messages.
group signature An unforgeable signature that does not divulge who, out of a defined set, was the signer.
hardening Engineering a system to resist certain classes of attacks.
heterogeneity see ‘diversity’.
high-availability A property of the system that ensures minimal down time.
incentive A reason for an entity to behave in a certain, usually desirable, fashion.
inconsistency The state of a system in which a contradiction exists in the information considered authoritative
by one or more nodes.
indexing Algorithms for processing data to allow for efficient search.
individuation The process by which a being becomes an individual with capacities (Simondon)
information dispersion code A technique allowing information to be split into smaller fragments and reconstructed through a subset of them.
infrastructure A system that is used by others to provide one or more services necessary for higher level
applications.
integrity The property by which a system state is not affected by the adversary.
IP address space The space of names for machines interconnected through the Internet.
load balancing The process by which incoming requests are distributed across different machines to avoid any
of them being overloaded.
key A number used in encryption and decryption. If private, it should be kept secret and should be randomly
generated from a high entropy source.
locality The practice of keeping information or processing close to each other or the users.
location-based service A service the customises its outputs by the location of the user.
low-latency A property of systems with human-unnoticeable delays when sending a message to its recipient.
malicious insider An entity that has some legitimate authority in the system, but is also controlled by the
adversary.
mass surveillance An attack that involves the mass and indiscriminate collection and possibly processing of
data.
mechanism design The economic discipline that creates systems in which honest parties have incentives to
behave truthfully and cooperatively.
mesh network A network in which nodes are connected to each other physically to allow for wide-area routing.
meta-data All data about a communication that are not its content.
metaphysics The fundamental assumptions around time and space that shape possible ontologies.
middle box A network element that transparently processes flows of traffic.
mix system A security mechanism that offers communication anonymity.
mobile A network user that physically moves.
mobile code Software that is delivered dynamically across the network.
national firewall A network element, usually placed around the inter-networks of a national state, that allows it
to control and block access to parts of the outside network.
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negentropy The process that characterizes life as it struggles against the energy dissipation and disorganization
that results (SchrÃűdinger). The concept can be generalized to describe anything that tends to create the
difference, choice or new, in a system developing in the direction of self-preservation or an improvement
(Stiegler)
node A peer or entity in the network.
node enumeration An attack by which the attacker learns all other participants in the system.
non-colluding An entity that does not collaborate with others to violate security properties.
onion routing A security mechanism delivering communication anonymity for interactive streams of traffic.
ontology The study of being, i.e. "what exists."
organology The study of all artifices (tools, machines, prosthetics, recording and communication devices) and
their interrelation.
open system A system that anyone may join.
out-of-band communication A message that is transmitted outside the system considered.
outsourced computation A computation that is performed on behalf of the user by a remote service.
overlay network A network that uses another network for basic communications.
passive collection An attack technique involving only collection of information.
peer see ‘node’
peer discovery A mechanism by which peers may discover other peers of interest to them.
pharmacology From the Greek word meaning both poison and medicine, means something that is simultaneously both positive and negative) and so must inform the politics and ethics of care within a larger historical
context (Stiegler).
peer-to-peer A network in which all nodes are equal and may perform all functions.
phenomenology Subjective experience that cannot be measured easily by science, such as the feeling of
"being there."
platform insecurity The issue that end user computing devices may be vulnerable to attacks.
plausible deniability The security property that ensures users of a system can deny allegations of having
specific knowledge or having acted in a certain way.
poisoning An attack by which the adversary injects false information about a system state, for example into
honest parties’ routing tables.
principal see entity
privacy The possibility for each user to know and master which operations involving his/her data is collected by
third parties, and the balances of power and control that take shape as a result.
privacy system A system that supports one or more privacy properties.
private information retrieval A security mechanism that allows for querying records from a database without
disclosing which record to anyone.
provider An entity within a possibly federated system that serves users.
proxy A network relay, possibly obscuring who is talking with whom.
pseudonymity The security property of associating another name to users that is stable over time for a system,
yet conceals their real identity.
real-time A system that guarantees that certain properties will hold by a certain deadline.
reference monitor The security component that is entrusted to decide and enforce access control.
reputation The deeds of an entity that make it more or less trustworthy to others.
resilience The property of operating despite failures and attack.
revocable The ability to uncover the identity of an otherwise anonymous party.
rights Equal access to capabilities given by an institutional framework
root of trust The entity that is entrusted by all others.
routing The process by which messages are routed in a wide-area network to their ultimate destination.
routing decision The process by which a router decides where to send a message that is being routed.
routing table The information necessary to make routing decisions.
scalability The property of a system to handle more load as more machines are devoted to the task.
secure deletion The security property that ensures deleted information may not be recovered.
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secure multi-party computation A security mechanism that allows for a computation to be executed privately
over multiple entities.
security policy The statement of the properties that must hold in the secure system despite the attempts of a
motivated strategic adversary to subvert them.
selfish A node that chooses between valid options to maximize their return with no regard for the welfare of the
network.
sensor network A mesh network of sensor nodes.
server A machine that runs a service and makes it available to users / clients.
service A computer software on a remote system that users may use.
share A piece of information that along with others may be used to reconstruct a secret.
smart contract A contract that is encoded in a computer language and triggers automatically when certain
conditions are fulfilled.
social graph A graph of users and the relations between them.
social link A connection between two users that denotes a relationship of some kind.
software update A modification to software that fixes certain bugs or attacks, or adds new features.
structured peer-to-peer see ‘distributed hash table’.
super-node A peer that is entrusted with performing a wider function than other peers or has many more
connections.
sybil attack An attack by which an adversary tries to build multiple identities they control.
systemic failure A failure that is due to the fundamental way in which the system was put together.
telemetry Data sent back by an application with analytics of its actual behavior.
threshold cryptography Cryptographic techniques involving multiple parties, and that can tolerate a fraction of
parties being corrupt.
tit-for-tat A strategy by which users reflect each other’s positive actions and punish deviation.
toolchain A set of tools that facilitate the process of software creation.
traces Marks left in the world that can be detected. Often the term "digital traces" is used for data left by users.
traffic analysis The disciplines of extracting information out of communications meta-data.
transindividuation How the process of individuation can be effected by the larger society and technical artefacts.
transparent log A security system that guarantees all parties observe the same high-integrity data.
trust The construction of shared meanings among the actors concerned by the use of a specific system –
shared meanings on which they rely for subsequent operations on and by means of the technology.
trusted Technically, a component that, if controlled by the adversary, may violate the security properties of the
system. In a general sense, a component whose behavior is predictable or expected according to shared
meanings.
trusted party An entity that is trusted.
unobservability The security property ensuring that adversaries cannot determine whether an action has, or
has not, taken place.
untrusted entity An entity, potentially centralized, that offers a service to others but is however not trusted, i.e.
could fail without affecting the security properties of the system.
values in design The core hypothesis that architecture and design features may be systematically related to
political, social, ethical values, such as security, privacy, and freedom. The goal of a VID approach is to
identify, define and analyze these relationships, and in parallel, point out the ways in which law and policy
normative systems interact with material technologies. This entails looking at values “from the ground up” observing how they become embodied in artefacts. (Helen Nissenbaum)
verified protocol A protocol that has a proof or other formal argument of security associated with it.
x.509 certificate A format in which certificate authorities package their claims about name to key bindings.
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zero-knowledge proof A cryptographic proof that makes assertions on secret values without revealing them.
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